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Chapter 311 - Public Declaration 

“He is that devilish brat? He actually experienced such a tragedy? He... after so many years wandering 

around alone, where did he learn his abilities from?” 

“Heavens, that’s the savage kid from the Void God Realm! His name is Shi Hao, and he was a member of 

the Martial Imperial Manor. This is truly unexpected! He actually experienced such bitter events?” 

The Capital erupted into a commotion, and everyone was dumbstruck. The news disturbed the entire 

city. It was as if a meteorite had dropped into the middle of an ocean and whipped up heaven reaching 

tidal waves! 

“What are you randomly spouting?! Are you trying to humiliate the Martial Imperial Manor?” Shi 

Zhonghe shouted at Shi Hao and refused to acknowledge the truth. If such news were confirmed, then it 

would become an unprecedented scandal. 

His high-pitched voice reverberated in the empty air and spread far into all directions. The past event 

involved too many people, and it should have been sealed off as a taboo topic. Now that it was exposed 

here, the damage it could cause would be immeasurable. 

“The deed is already done, so at least have the guts to admit it. I feel nothing but contempt for you.” Shi 

Hao said in a scornful tone. 

“Young man, don’t speak without thinking. Old Fifteen’s grandson or not, you can’t say such nonsense 

without any thought.” Another man spoke, his eyes flickering, realizing that the situation did not look 

good for them. 

The news was too astonishing to accept lightly, so who was telling the truth? 

At this very moment, even those in seclusion within noble king manors were disturbed, let alone those 

on the main streets. The news was incredibly terrifying. 

A natural born supreme being was such a remarkable title, and those who heard it could not help but 

tremble with fear when they recalled the records in the ancient texts. 

If it were real, the Martial Imperial Manor would have been such a blessed place. They already had a 

dual-pupiled youth, and now, they were endowed again with a natural born supreme being. Such news 

would blow people’s minds! 

The capital fell into a clamor and could no longer quiet down. A teenager had broken the long kept 

silence and revealed such a secret. The impact that resulted was like a meteorite smashing onto the 

earth. Every force in this place was utterly shaken. 

“You have no sense of shame whatsoever!” Shi Hao commented in a low voice, but the people in the 

group felt like they had been slapped on their faces, and color drained from their faces. 

Did they actually think they could keep it hidden forever? Shi Hao sneered. In fact, he was hoping they 

could speak more, so that the secret could be exposed to the fullest extent. 



Shi Ziteng sighed and was utterly agonized by the situation. He had completely lost the calmness and 

easiness he usually showed to the outside world, for he had never expected himself to be forced into 

such a passive state. One word from this nephew of his was enough to raise an earthquake. 

He asked himself if it was possible to cover it up and the answer was obviously no. Aside from the 

outsiders, even the Martial Imperial Manor itself was divided into two camps. Once those supporting Shi 

Hao stood up for him and helped him reveal the truth, everything would be out in the open. 

The place he was forced into was nothing but a dead end. Shi Ziteng watched the scene with a chilly look 

on his face. They were in such a wretched state right now, and there was no way they could talk 

themselves out of it. 

“Go on, tell everyone how I slandered you. Tell them all.” Shi Hao remained composed and watched 

them with a calm face. 

At this moment, Shi Zhonghe and his people were full of anxiety as well. Nothing they did could conceal 

the truth. What other options did they have but to keep it down? They sighed to themselves in silence. 

They were too eager to justify themselves just then so they had put themselves in an inferior state. 

The odds were stacked against them. Nothing they said sounded right, but their silence would be 

considered a tacit agreement. It felt as if they were being roasted over a fire, suffocating and 

unbearable. 

“You are very vicious for your age.” Commented a middle-aged man. He obviously said this in a whisper 

without letting the outsiders hear it. 

“I see. You are not ashamed of yourselves at all. What happened back then meant nothing to you and I 

am the one to be blamed. Ah, what exemplary conduct.” Shi Hao said in a sarcastic tone. 

“We are all members of the Martial Imperial Manor, and you are a descendant of the Stone Clan 

yourself. Even if the clansmen had wronged you, they do not deserve to be treated so ruthlessly. Have 

you ever considered how the clan will keep its foothold in the Capital after what you have done today?” 

Asked an old man. 

“Hao’er, what we did back then was wrong, but it has already happened and lingering in the past can 

not solve the problem. What we should do now is work together and make this bloodline more 

prosperous.” A middle-aged man standing beside Shi Ziteng also tried to persuade Shi Hao with such 

words. 

These speeches were only audible to those inside the manor. They could not afford to speak aloud. 

They had no choice but to calm Shi Hao down. They were trying to persuade him to let go and to stop 

mentioning what happened in the past. In that way, there was still a chance that they could still keep 

some dignity in the Capital. 

“Weren’t you all acting overbearing just now, denying everything I said? Moreover, you even said that I 

didn’t have any conscience when I spoke and that I am humiliating the Martial Imperial Manor. How 

could your attitudes change so fast?!” Shi Hao asked. 



“This...” The group of people were shocked and angry at the same time. Their faces all became 

thoroughly red. This slap to their faces made them feel incomparably awful, and the anger they felt 

inside was burning their hearts. 

At this time, and elder walked over. He had white hair and beard, and his steps were unsteady. He was 

precisely the Shi Yuan who was crippled by the Great Demonic God. While staring at Shi Hao, his mind 

was extremely complicated. 

The child from back then actually survived. This was truly a miracle! 

He sighed softly and said, “Your aunt has already been executed. The events back then are irrevocable, 

but you, Hao’er, are still the pride of my clan. If you return, you can inherit the title of Martial King.” 

“That year, I was not within the clan either. After obtaining the news, I was also furious.” In the end, Shi 

Ziteng also spoke, no longer remaining silent. “The things that happened back then are truly heart-

breaking, but in the end, some people were dealt with. Child, the clan has let you down, but please do 

not let the hatred consume you. Everything was done to make my Martial Imperial Manor more 

glorious.” 

He was extremely straightforward. His voice wasn’t loud, but it was still loud enough to transmit 

throughout the city. This shocked everyone. 

The death of Shi Yi’s mother back then had always remained a mystery. There were many guesses, but 

after hearing Shi Ziteng’s words, they learned that she was actually executed. Was this placing 

righteousness before family? It moved everyone greatly. 

“Hao’er, there are some within the clan who have truly crossed the line. Their tone truly isn’t right, but 

they also want my clan to prosper and do not have any ill intent. I am not asking for your forgiveness, 

but I hope that you won’t hate us too deeply. Come back to the clan, okay?” Shi Ziteng seemed 

extremely down to earth as he spoke. 

Shi Hao was astounded. This uncle of his was truly formidable. He didn’t act out from beginning to end, 

and as soon as he spoke, it sounded like he was considering everything from a general perspective, as if 

it was all for the clan. 

“That aunt gouged out my supreme being bone, but at first, she wasn’t punished at all within the clan. It 

was my father who personally killed her after returning to the clan. The clan wants me to return? Back 

then, do you remember how you banished my father? After that, you all even worked together with the 

Rain Clan to pursue him into the western border. Meanwhile, when my grandfather returned to ask 

about what happened back then, why was he then blocked by you guys? Why did you all fight against 

him?” Shi Hao’s voice was soft, but it still transmitted into the outside world! 

This created an uproar. Shi Ziteng admitted to what happened back then, yet this child began to expose 

even more secrets. 

“No wonder he wanted to tear apart the Rain King Manor. He actually had so much anger pent up 

inside.” 



The outside world could no longer calm down. With the scandal of the Martial Imperial Manor released, 

it made everyone tremble. A natural born supreme child actually had his symbol bone seized; it truly 

was rather lamentable. 

However, everyone quickly realized that the one who took the leading role this time was the devilish 

child. He was that savage youth, yet today, he was... a supreme youth! 

He opened ten heavenly passages and swept through everyone in the Void God Realm. He emerged as 

unrivalled within his cultivation realm! 

“Heavens, we almost overlooked something. After losing his supreme being bone, not only did he 

survive, but he is still this powerful. It is just too heaven defying!” 

“If he didn’t lose that bone, then how powerful would he become?” 

When everyone thought of this question, no one could calm down. Their minds were chaotic. This was 

all too ridiculous. 

At the same time, many people sighed with sorrow. This youngster really wasn’t simple! He was 

originally on his deathbed, but he ended up growing up and reaching such a state. 

“Hao’er, what are you trying to do in this manor?” Shi Yuan couldn’t help but ask. 

It was because the more they talked, the more the events from back then were revealed. They couldn’t 

settle the problem at all, and the outside world now instead completely understood the truth about 

what happened. 

“The reason I am here is to announce to the world that I am still alive. I hope that my father, 

grandfather, and others will no longer worry.” 

“Father, mother, where are you guys? I am still alive in this world!” 

“Grandfather, you don’t need to feel dejected over the death of your Hao’er anymore. So what if I lost 

that bone? I will still move unrestrained under the heavens!” 

Shi Hao roared loudly, revealing everything to the world. He hoped that the events that shocked the 

capital today would spread everywhere and allow his mother, father, and grandfather to know that he 

was still alive and well. He wanted to tell them that he was a supreme youth! 

No matter what people said or thought, today, Shi Hao’s name was destined to become one that was 

focused on. He became a well known figure in the capital. 

Now, they finally knew where the savage child came from. They now knew about his background, that 

he was a youth that rose despite losing his supreme being bone. It greatly astonished everyone. 

“Hao’er, what are you really trying to do?” In the end, Shi Ziteng stated frankly. His face was no longer 

calm, but filled with a bit of cold intent instead. 

There was a wave of killing intent within him, but it was being carefully controlled. He had already 

wanted to take action for the demonic spider in the Green Wood Garden, and now that something like 

this happened, he found it really hard to hold himself back. 



However, he still did not allow himself to explode. He did not want to have a complete falling out with 

the people here. 

Shi Hao laughed and said, “Uncle, I wonder if I can give some advice?” 

When these words were spoken, the Martial Imperial Manor’s atmosphere completely changed. He said 

‘advice’, but it could also be interpreted as a threat! 

“Hao’er, we are one family. How could we take action?” Shi Ziteng calmly said. His face was full of 

conflicting emotions. 

However, when he saw Shi Hao’s smile yet not a smile, his mind trembled. This youngster had 

completely seen through his thoughts. 

“Uncle, let’s go for a round. Let’s grant your wish and fight to the death!” Shi Hao said. 

“You child...” Shi Ziteng shook his head. He seemed to be sighing deeply. 

“Shi Hao, you’re crossing the line. No matter what, he is still your uncle. If you feel wronged, then you 

can speak to us. However, this isn’t too good, right?” Shi Zhonghe said. 

“You want me to speak reason? Then fine. All of you guys should willingly be executed based on the 

family law. Are you all willing?!” Shi Hao was absolutely ruthless as he loudly berated. 

Shi Zhonghe’s face immediately became gloomy. “Since it’s like this, then I will accompany you first.” 

He did not want Shi Ziteng to take action first, because he heard that this youngster was quite 

extraordinary. He wanted to test the waters. 

However, when he saw that Shi Hao’s body began to flicker with dark light after merging with the 

Imperishable Golden Body, he immediately felt that something was wrong. He immediately ordered, 

“Activate the great formation.” 

“I want to see who dares!” The Great Demonic God’s old brothers spoke and cast their cold gazes over 

everyone. 

Shi Zhonghe gasped and did not say anything anymore. His hand shook and a formation was activated. It 

was formed from beast bones, and the pieces densely covered the sky, trapping Shi Hao within. 

Shi Hao moved his sleeves and a stone box appeared. As metallic sounds rang out, eight flying swords 

flew out in succession. They were only the length of a palm, but they were sparkling and transparent. 

Their appearances were completely different, but they all hacked forward. 

“Eight Vicious Swords Formation?!” Everyone gasped. 

Chi 

Sword qi weaved left and right, quickly hacking those beast bones into pieces. The sword formation 

destroyed the opposing great formation, and those symbol bones were completely shattered. 

Shi Zhonghe took action again and brought out other precious artifacts to attack Shi Hao. A great battle 

unfolded. 



Unfortunately, this wasn’t an ordinary youngster. After merging with the Imperishable Golden Body, he 

was equivalent to a noble king. After Shi Hao brought out the Heaven Transforming Bowl, auspicious 

light dispersed outwards. With a hu sound, Shi Zhonghe was sucked inside. 

“Should I feed you to the spider or just kill you?” 

The little bowl appeared within Shi Hao’s palm, and Shi Zhonghe was currently crying out inside. Strand 

after strand of multicolored lights were moving about the entrance of the bowl. 

“Don’t!” There was fear within Shi Zhonghe’s heart. He didn’t want to die. 

“Then I’ll just leave you with your life. Watch quietly how the people who gouged out the supreme bone 

fights against a heavenly deity,” Shi Hao said. 

Multicolored light flickered about the entrance of the bowl, and several streaks hacked down towards 

Shi Zhonghe. Strands of green energy were being emitted from the top of his head. The symbols around 

his abdomen became dim, and his cultivation was ruined. 

The small bowl turned around and tossed him out onto the ground. 

In such a simple manner, one of Stone Clan’s old ancestors was dealt with. 

“Uncle, why don’t we fight?” Shi Hao said. 

“Since it’s like this, then uncle will exchange some pointers with you to see just how powerful you, the 

supreme youth Hao’er, really are. I want to see how you compare to your brother.” Shi Ziteng spoke 

before taking large steps forward. 

Chapter 312 - Battle Against Shi Ziteng 

Shi Ziteng was a tall man. Black hair hung loosely from his back, and his porcelain white skin looked as 

smooth as jade. With his piercing eyes and handsome appearance, those who did not know his age 

would easily mistake him for a young man. 

Even after his long years of cultivation, his appearance did not decline and remained the same as when 

he was young. It was evident how extraordinary his power and talent was. 

“Come, Hao’er. Show your uncle how extraordinary you are. Let the world know that our clan is thriving. 

Why don’t you demonstrate your power to us?” 

Shi Ziteng had been studying under the Demonic Spirit Lake for all these years. He had kept a low profile 

and was not well known to the outside world. However, those who knew him well knew how 

intimidating he could be. Once he made his move, someone would definitely die. 

Shi Hao was just over thirteen, but boys of this age were old enough to marry and have children in the 

great wastelands. His figure was tall and slim, not much shorter than a grown-up. He had dense black 

hair, big, bright eyes, and he walked with a majestic gait. 

The two entered the martial arena, which was protected by formation patterns to keep the battlefield 

from being destroyed. Otherwise, when people of their cultivation level began to fight, the place would 

fall into disaster. 



Shi Hao stood solemnly and steadily in the arena, almost appearing too graceful and calm to be a 

teenager. When he entered a state of battle, he acted more level-headed than those with decades of 

cultivation. 

Opposite of him, Shi Ziteng’s expression was neutral. His every act seemed to fit right in with his 

surroundings. There was almost a rhythm to his movements, as if he had descended from another 

world. 

“Fight!” 

The two seemed to have moved into action simultaneously at the shout, both charging forward. Shi 

Ziteng waved his wide sleeves, and a bellowing hurricane started, blanketing heaven and earth. Sand 

and stones were blown up high into the air, and many palaces were about to be blown into the skies. 

Fortunately, around the arena, rays of lights appeared one after another and sealed the place off, saving 

this place from any further damage. 

However, the situation within the arena was a completely different story. A sandstorm blew fiercely, 

making earsplitting wuwu sounds. Shi Ziteng’s wide sleeves expanded, and what seemed to resemble an 

endless stretch of clouds descended from the sky to cover the world. 

“World Trapping Sleeve!” 

All those watching were greatly surprised, for that was a mighty divine ability created by an 

extraordinary human deity in the past. It was not in the possession of the Demonic Spirit Lake, hence it 

did not take them long to realize that Shi Ziteng must have seized some great fortune. 

As the enormous sleeve widened to cover up the entire sky, it also tried to wrap Shi Hao inside. Once 

inside, it would be nearly impossible to escape. It was an entirely different world inside the sleeve, and 

Shi Ziteng could take lives as he pleased. 

Shi Hao also took action, and a pair of golden Flood Dragon Shears appeared in his hand. After being 

activated, they turned into two golden flood dragons that raised their heads and roared into the sky. 

The two flood dragons were joined at their tails. As their bodies slid past each other, a hurricane was 

stirred up, leading Shi Hao out from that great sleeve. He was not trapped inside. 

The crowd was greatly disturbed. The battle had just begun, yet they were already seeing such 

remarkable divine abilities. It was truly a shocking sight. 

“Ziteng had cultivated well into the Noble King’s Level!” Shi Yuan smiled. This was his own grandson, and 

he even produced a dual-pupiled child. This fact made him incredibly satisfied. 

Shi Hao was startled. This uncle of his was quite formidable, possessing a fighting strength that was 

exceptional within the noble king level. He was definitely among the top-ranks, and Shi Hao understood 

this just from that single exchange that they had. 

“Be careful, Hao’er. I won’t go easy on you just because I’m your uncle,” said Shi Ziteng. A streak of 

scarlet light flickered deep inside his eyes, and the aura around him erupted suddenly. His fair and 

translucent skin became even more jade-like. 



It was apparent that he was moving with killing intent. This child had shaken him greatly. This was a 

child that was barely over ten years old, yet he was already this terrifying. What kind of level would he 

reach once he grew up? 

One dual-pupiled individual was stunning enough. They didn’t need another supreme being here! 

“You talk too much, uncle. Hurry up and make your move!” Shi Hao said. 

He turned into a flash of light and charged forward. Behind him, a vast ocean undulated and caused a 

Black Tortoise to emerge. Its enormous black body gave off a striking pressure as it crushed down on Shi 

Ziteng. 

Shi Ziteng released a soft shout as his hair flapped in the wind. The sound of vibrating weapons sounded 

behind him, and an array of divine swords formed by symbols emerged. With earsplitting metallic 

sounds, they flew forward while wrapped in resplendent lights. 

It was a collection of swords that were arranged in an orderly manner. There were exactly thirty-six 

swords, and they all stabbed down tightly packed together. 

A rumbling sound that was loud enough to overturn heaven and earth sounded. It seemed like a giant 

prehistoric beast was turning over as the ocean behind Shi Hao undulated. The Black Tortoise dashed 

out of the water. Its enormous body blocked in front of Shi Hao while releasing symbols, melting many 

of those divine swords. 

The Black Tortoise had such an gigantic body that its every movement was accompanied by rumbling 

sounds. It collided with numerous symbols and swords while ringing with metallic sounds. 

After that, the Black Tortoise spun and turned into a shield that was inscribed with turtle patterns. With 

a series of keng qiang sounds, it shattered all the symbol-turned swords, demonstrating its stunning 

defense ability. 

“Good!” Shouted Shi Ziteng. He dashed over with tremendous speed, and a ferocious struggle unfolded. 

He made an immediate downward strike with his open hand, and incessant flames immediately radiated 

in his palm, as if lava was gushing out of his hand. A Golden Crow soared high into the air and spread its 

wings, ready to pounce. 

This was the embodiment of a precious technique that was cultivated to the point of perfection. Shi 

Ziteng was no longer limited by any paths, and any move of his would exert a divine ability to its full 

extent. This great divine ability was condensed into a single palm. 

This was the precious technique of the Golden Crow! 

Shi Hao was fearless. His right fist smashed forward and purple lightning exploded. Endless symbols 

erupted into existence, as if the sky was ripped open. The force was terrifying. 

A Suan Ni burst out from his fist. As it shook its head and waved its tail, resplendent light surrounded it, 

making it seem vivid and alive. It then collided into the Golden Crow. 



What started as a confrontation between fists and palms had turned into a battle of precious 

techniques. It was what a battle between mighty experts should look like. Each movement contained 

the profound meaning of symbols, with the prowess behind them being almost unfathomable. 

Peng 

Eventually, Shi Ziteng and Shi Hao’s fists collided together. A Golden Crow cried out, defeated in midair. 

Meanwhile, a blazing Suan Ni roared and also exploded on the spot. 

Shi Hao was shocked. His opponent was extremely resistant, possessing a protective artifact that 

emitted resplendent symbols. It continuously released waves of divine force to shatter his fist. 

A brilliant radiance erupted between the two, and they both flew in opposite directions. n--O𝓥𝔢𝔩𝓑In 

Shi Hao seemed completely unaffected by this clash. After combining with the imperishable Golden 

Body, there wasn’t much difference between him and a noble king. He was shockingly powerful. 

Shi Ziteng’s gaze was ice cold. The protective artifact in his hand could make the power of his palm to 

rise exponentially to destroy his opponent almost instantly. However, he never expected his opponent’s 

body to be so terrifying, reaching a level that shocked even him. He wasn’t able to accomplish his goal at 

all. 

Just like that, an incredibly intense battle broke out between the two. They continuously attacked each 

other, causing light to erupt again and again. The two figures flew about and moved with lightning 

speed. 

Dang 

Shi Hao dove down, like a Kun Peng spreading its wings. His entire body was brilliant, and golden 

feathers that carried black streaks appeared one after another. He descended from above to kill Shi 

Ziteng. 

Chi 

Shi Ziteng did not move, as if he was resting on the ground. However, at the crucial moment, his two 

palms slammed upwards. Moreover, behind him, a terrifying hook appeared that was scarlet and 

glistening. 

He blossomed with dazzling light, and symbols circulated around him as he constructed a creature. It 

wrapped around his body just like a Heavenly Scorpion, making it seem as if his body was within the 

scorpion’s body. 

The bright red tail was the embodiment of this precious technique. The strange stinger extended from 

the flesh during this fierce battle and pierced out with great precision. 

Dang! 

The Heavenly Scorpion and Kun Peng collided together, and this collision was incredibly ferocious. The 

scorpion tail was just too sharp as it extended straight towards Shi Hao’s forehead with an 

overwhelming force. Shi Hao used the Peng wings to defend himself, and as a result, symbols erupted. It 

was as if the heaven was falling and the earth was splitting apart. 



Pu 

Shi Ziteng was sent flying. There was a look of surprise on his face, and there was even blood at the 

corner of his lips. During that attack, he suffered the Kun Peng’s pressure and was blasted away. 

He stared at Shi Hao, but didn’t say anything. 

Shi Hao felt a shiver. Even though he didn’t use the complete Kun Peng’s technique, he still 

comprehended quite a bit during this period of time. Its power was too shocking! Could it be that Shi 

Ziteng saw through something? 

Everyone was astonished. Shi Ziteng was surprisingly the one that got injured. During the exchange just 

now, he seemed to have received some small damage. 

Outside, many people used the precious artifacts to soar into the sky and watch the fight from a 

distance. When they saw this scene, they were also frightened. The savage child who was known as the 

supreme youth was truly formidable. 

The battle continued, becoming even more fierce. This time, once the two sides separated, while they 

were rushing towards a different direction, a sparkling thread that was sharper than a divine spear 

soundlessly passed through the air and pierced towards the back of Shi Hao’s head. 

Shi Hao felt ill-at-ease. The skin on the back of his head felt a numb, and he quickly dodged. A 

transparent thread that was thinner than hair flew past and continued to go after his head. Some of his 

hair was sliced off and stuck to his face. The terrifying wind that it carried actually left a cut on his cheek, 

causing beads of blood trickled out. 

“Spider Silk of Ascension!” 

Shi Hao spoke softly. He wanted to defeat that archaic demonic spider, and as a result, he 

comprehended many of its divine abilities. This was definitely a type of assassination tool. It was 

noiseless and impossible to defend against effectively. 

Even though it was just a single thread, it was incredibly sturdy. It was incredibly powerful and could 

pierce through precious artifacts in a swift and agile manner. 

From the attack just now, if he had been just a bit slower, his brain would have been pierced. This sharp 

and terrifying thread was constructed from symbols. 

Blood had been drawn from both sides, but neither of them were truly injured. Shi Hao, in particular, 

only had an external scratch. After wiping away the blood and a flash of light, the wound closed up by 

itself. 

“Uncle, those kinds of tricks won’t be able to kill me.” 

“Nephew, why would you say such a thing? Do you think that uncle isn’t giving it his all? Then let me 

show you a bit,” said Shi Ziteng. The cold light in his eyes began to burn even brighter. 

Within kengqiang sounds, multicolored light scattered everywhere and lit up this area. He brought out a 

set of scarlet plate armor that was divided into ten pieces. It quickly descended onto his body and 

combined together. It covered him completely. 



Everyone’s gaze became a bit blurry, because the scarlet armor shone like a multicolored sunrise. They 

were just like divine armor. Moreover, the shape was rather strange, as there were several extra spider 

legs on both sides. 

At this moment, Shi Ziteng looked just like a great humanoid spider. Moreover, there was a scarlet 

halberd in his hands, giving his heroic appearance a tint of malevolence. 

Shi Hao brought out a precious artifact to test the waters. It was an unordinary dagger bought from the 

Green Wood Garden, and it was extremely sharp. 

Chi 

Shi Ziteng brandished the Sky Art Halberd, and its scarlet blade sliced past. The dagger was immediately 

cleaved into two, and it exploded into pieces of the symbols soon after. 

Everyone was astonished, and they all focused their attention on that precious artifact. This Sky Art 

Halberd was definitely not ordinary. It was just too sharp, and the power of its symbols was even more 

outrageous. 

“Nephew must take care.” Shi Ziteng coldly said. 

“Uncle, your halberd is not bad. Why don’t you give it to me as a gift?” Shi Hao said. His eyes flickered as 

he stared at that scarlet halberd. 

“If you win, then I’ll give it to you,” Shi Ziteng said. He held the halberd with a single arm and pointed it 

at Shi Hao. Wave after wave of killing intent immediately erupted, covering the sky and hiding the earth! 

At this moment, an extremely cold atmosphere filled the Martial Imperial Manor. Many people were 

shivering in fear, and the experts that watched from the sky were also shocked. This precious artifact 

was formidable and definitely unordinary. 

“Perfect, I just happen to be missing a heavy weapon. I thank uncle in advance.” Shi Hao walked up and 

prepared to take action. 

“Talk after you defeat me!” Shi Ziteng made his move. The great halberd descended like a streak of 

bloody lightning. At the same time, it was like a boundless river of blood as it fell from the sky and 

released a heaven overflowing killing intent! 

Chapter 313 - Defeat 

Shi Hao dodged. The blood-red halberd moved swiftly and violently like lightning, immediately blowing 

up a gust of strong wind. The wind was so strong that everyone’s faces began to hurt. 

With a weng sound, Shi Ziteng struck again. Scarlet clouds filled the sky and blood-red lights erupted like 

tidal waves. The heavenly halberd had accumulated so much ferocity over the years that its aura alone 

was vicious enough to make some younger cultivators collapse. 

Shi Hao turned sideways to evade the shining halberd blade before charging forward fiercely. He 

summoned the Suan Ni precious technique again, only this time, it was not a single Suan Ni but a pride 

of them. They were the size of small mountains, and with wild and tyrannical appearances, they dashed 

forward together. 



“Flood of Thunder Beasts?!” Exclaimed someone. To be able to wield the precious techniques to such an 

extent was incredibly amazing, because the power was equivalent to ten Suan Ni precious techniques 

together. The lightning turned into a vast sea, and the Suan Ni beasts moved in a pack to smash into 

their enemy like falling mountains. 

Shi Ziteng was taken by surprise and did not reach for his halberd. He uttered a long roar and spurted 

out a silk-like substance endlessly. These were symbols that resembled rivers of stars, and they created 

the demonic spiders’ precious technique. 

Shi Ziteng managed to block the Suan Ni herd with this technique, but all the silk sashes collapsed with a 

rumbling sound, stamped to the ground by the enormous Suan Nis. Lightning crisscrossed in the sky, 

filling the air with scorching heat and resplendent light. 

Shi Ziteng summoned the precious technique again. Although his arms were wrapped inside the scarlet 

metal armor, a wide sleeve still miraculously emerged out from thin air. With a powerful sweep, all ten 

beasts were surrounded by the sleeve. 

World Entrapping Sleeve! 

This type of great divine ability was not exerted through an actual sleeve, but one that he created 

himself. Once it began to manipulate space, he was no longer connected to it. 

Lightning flashed and thunder rumbled as the ten Suan Nis roared inside the giant sleeve. At last, with a 

loud bang, the entire sleeve made from symbols exploded and turned into a sparkling rain of light 

before disappearing into thin air. 

Shi Ziteng’s body shook violently, but he soon steadied himself. He struck down again with that blood-

red-lightning-like halberd with a shua sound. Moreover, numerous symbols surged this time while being 

accompanied by the roaring sound of a dragon, startling everyone. 

Shi Hao was taken by surprise. He evaded the blade and used his palm to forcefully block the great 

halberd. A great scarlet dragon rushed out of the halberd and threw itself at him. 

It was as vivid as a live dragon, and this was exactly why this treasured artifact was so terrifying. It did 

not look like a flood dragon, but rather a true dragon. It possessed a majestic appearance that was 

similar to how a king looked down upon his vassals. 

Shi Hao’s fingers and palms moved about continuously trying to complete the Kun Peng imprint. He then 

smashed forward with all his efforts. The impact shook the place violently, and the great dragon was 

dissipated. 

“Dragon Blood Precious Weapon!” 

The crowd was astonished, because they finally realized why this great halberd was so exceptional as 

well as what the shocking aura around it was. It had been stained by dragon blood. 

“That halberd is incredibly formidable, and I’ve heard about it before. With some great luck, it happened 

to be touched by a drop of dragon blood, and the entire halberd has since then become scarlet red. 

When the incident took place, the entire sky was filled with multicolored red clouds, and its great power 

was created then,” explained an old man from the distant sky. 



What was most precious about this treasured artifact was the material it was made from, which had the 

drop of dragon blood mixed in, hence the name “Dragon Blood Halberd”! 

The two resumed their battle. The crowd was dumbfounded when they saw Shi Hao take out a gray-

colored pottery bowl and holding it in his palm. He then dashed outwards just like that. 

Shi Ziteng’s brilliance and prowess was unparalleled. However, the teenager was taking a bowl into the 

battlefield. Such contrast baffled all those who watched the scene. The crowd was aware of the fact, 

though, that the power of a weapon had nothing to do with its shape and form. That bowl could very 

well be a rare precious artifact. 

Qiang! 

The great halberd struck down, and the sky trembled with it. That blood-red true dragon rushed out 

again, its chanting sound disturbing the nine heavens. Its enormous body looked especially frightening. 

Shi Hao raised his hand, and the small bowl spun in a circle of auspicious multicolored light. The bowl 

then turned into a black hole and started to suck everything in violently; it was trying to drag the dragon 

in. 

Bo! 

Eventually, the symbols were blasted away and the dragon was broken into pieces, disappearing again. 

The outcome was unexpected, and that bowl was indeed no ordinary object. The divine power it 

possessed was unimaginable. 

Shi Hao was pleasantly surprised as well. Ever since he broke the seal on the bottom of the bowl with 

the broken sword, it had been demonstrating its exceptional power. The base was cast from some type 

of divine material, which possessed an amazing secret symboled power. 

Dang! 

The great halberd lunged at Shi Hao. The small bowl flew up and took in the tip of the blade, blocking 

this great attack. 

A series of dingdang sounds sent sparks flying, and an incredibly fierce battle followed. That great 

halberd struck and attacked unceasingly, but the small bowl would always find a way to block it. The rim 

of the bowl was also glowing as it tried to devour the halberd and melt it down. 

It was an incredibly shocking scene. The pottery bowl was indeed remarkable! 

In the distant sky, the owner of the weapon shop was thumping his chest and stamping his feet with 

great regret. He was none other than the one who sold Shi Hao the small bowl in the Green Wood 

Garden, but had failed to recognize the peculiarity of the bowl previously. He now knew how unusual 

the item was, but it was too late. 

Shi Hao fought ferociously against Shi Ziteng, who was a mighty enemy. The two collided violently with 

each other, but suddenly, all the metallic spider legs on Shi Ziteng’s armor flipped out, as if a human-

sized spider was going mad. A resplendent light surrounded him. 



The situation was most critical, and Shi Hao backed away at top speed. The spider legs brushed past his 

body and left behind afterimages. A few bloodstains were also left on Shi Hao’s body. 

“Nephew should be careful!” said Shi Ziteng. 

Shi Hao’s ten heavenly passages opened with a hong sound and surrounded him like a divine circle. His 

aura was immediately strengthened, and the entire place was almost locked down at once. 

Shi Hao charged and swept out his leg, kicking at Shi Ziteng’s head. Shi Ziteng’s head would surely split 

open if he took the hit. 

Shi Ziteng let out a ferocious shout, and his entire body illuminated, enabling him to break loose through 

brute force. The Dragon Blood Halberd even uttered the roar of a dragon, drawing him away backwards. 

However, his movement was affected after all, and Shi Hao’s spatial lock worked. With a peng sound, Shi 

Hao’s foot landed on his shoulder and sent him flying sideways into mid-air. 

“Be careful, my dear uncle.” Shi Hao said from behind. However, he was actually secretly surprised 

inside, for his opponent managed to evade his confinement, which was a rather difficult task. 

Hearing this, Shi Ziteng’s face darkened and he spat out a mouthful of blood. His shoulder felt like it was 

broken and a seething pain was coming from where he was kicked. 

He steadied himself and images emerged around him one after another. Beasts such as Golden Crows, 

flood dragons, Bi’ans and demonic spiders circled around him. They all gave off endless light, giving him 

the aura of a fiend. 

Shi Ziteng was infuriated. He exerted all of his power to raise his fighting capability, and he also 

summoned all of his spiritual bodies. 

Shi Hao howled, and a Black Tortoise, Suan Ni and Kun Peng emerged beside him one after another. 

However, the Kun Peng was concealed by him, for such unparalleled divine ability would bring him a 

world of enemies if exposed it in front of such a huge crowd. 

Apart from the beasts, there was still the humanoid being, bell, pagoda, sword and cauldron that all 

materialised. He did not have enough precious techniques at the moment, so these items created from 

symbols were used as temporary replacements. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Ziteng roared and struck down with the heavenly halberd in hand. It brought with it an incredibly 

vicious aura that seemed nearly unstoppable. 

Shi Hao snorted coldly and opened all ten heavenly passages. They were as brilliant as a sun. All the 

bells, cauldrons, pagodas and other objects around him also charged forward. 

The blood-red light surged abruptly with a weng sound, and the great halberd attacked in a shockingly 

aggressive manner. Flaming red clouds ignited all over Shi Ziteng’s body as he competed against the 

teenager. The two sides faced each other with incredible ferocity. 



At this point, Shi Hao started to use the symbols from the True Primordial Record. By performing it 

through the most common bone texts, a power began to emerge, which could turn the foul and rotten 

into something miraculous. 

Now that he had comprehended more of the secret text, he realised how stunning they were. The 

images of the divine battles were being recreated inside his mind, enabling him to understand 

everything more thoroughly. 

Following that, as Shi Hao waved around his hands, he somehow entered a state of meditation 

unintentionally and harmonised with the rhythm of heaven and earth. It seemed as if he was 

comprehending something, but it was all extremely natural. 

Inside the True Primordial Record, images of a Golden-Winged Peng slaughtering the deities and the 

True Hou shattering the moon with its roar continuously played through Shi Hao’s mind. Without even 

realizing it, he unexpectedly began to display this kind of grandeur. 

Shi Ziteng was taken aback. He could sense the aura of the teenager on the other side had changed to 

that of a savage wasteland beast. It almost seemed as if his opponent was wild enough to shatter 

mountains and rivers with his roar and powerful enough to grab the sun and the moon. 

As the ten heavenly passages illuminated, their power of confinement reemerged. Shi Hao released a 

sudden, long roar and smashed forward with a fist. Shi Ziteng was astonished and enraged at the same 

time, for he felt like he was trapped within a quagmire and unable to break away. 

Hong! 

In the end, his body shook violently as he let go of the heavenly halberd in his hand. He was swept 

sideways into the air as he coughed out large mouthfuls of blood. 

Chi! 

Shi Hao turned into a ray of flashing light and pursued him. He picked up the great halberd and struck 

out fiercely. 

“What...” The crowd’s expression changed drastically. They did not understand how the great halberd 

changed hands so fast. 

“Aohou...” A Suan Ni roared and stepped forward to take the halberd head-on in its master’s place. 

However, it fell under the blade with a chi sound, and Shi Ziteng lost one of his spiritual bodies. 

Shi Ziteng bellowed angrily and steadied himself. He finally managed to stop his declining state and 

continued to fight. 

“Thanks a lot, uncle.” Shi Hao said with a smile as he held the Dragon Blood Halberd in his hand. He 

wasted no time in refining the weapon and had already wiped away the imprint of its last owner. 

Shi Ziteng’s face was overcast. Seeing that his precious weapon had been seized, he wiped away the 

blood on the corner of his mouth and snorted in contempt. 



The crowd erupted into a clamor at the turn of the events. Shi Ziteng was a mighty expert of the noble 

king level, yet he had now been robbed of his weapon by a teenager and was spitting out blood. 

Everything that had happened was simply mind-blowing. 

“Let’s just fight then!” Shi Ziteng was maddened with rage, and his manner had changed completely. 

Circled by twirling scarlet clouds, he glared at Shi Hao with his terrifying eyes. He now resembled a 

human-shaped giant spider. The spider legs on his armour waved together, turning into multiple 

halberds as they thrusted forward. 

Meanwhile, all his spiritual bodies acted simultaneously as Shi Ziteng himself performed precious 

techniques like the ‘World Entrapping Sleeve’. The scene was exceptionally stunning. 

He was going berserk. The human-sized spider was in a frenzy as various symbols flickered and 

treasured lights coiled up ceaselessly, making him look almost like a fiend. 

“No wonder all of Shi Ziteng’s old enemies were killed. When he goes berserk, he actually becomes this 

terrifying!” Many people were whispering. 

Shi Hao knew that he could not afford to be careless now, because he knew that he was facing off 

against a real enemy. This fight was intense, and it was going to become a bitter struggle. This uncle of 

his was a rare genius and an exceptional, mighty expert! 

They two expanded their battlefield from down in the ground to up in the air. They disappeared into the 

clouds and came back to the ground again. Every corner of this place was a part of their battlefield, and 

their figures were all over the place. 

“Go to hell!” Shi Hao bellowed. He too had gone mad and was now waving the halberd wildly like a 

demonic god. After killing two spiritual bodies of Shi Ziteng in a row, his original form was also injured. 

Kacha 

Shi Hao cut off one of the spider legs on Shi Ziteng’s armor. Although the armor was of a similar color to 

the halberd and was also circled by scarlet clouds, the armor had never been touched by any dragon 

blood. 

In the end, after several hard blows from Shi Hao, the halberd swept across the sky and almost cut Shi 

Ziteng in half. Shi Ziteng was covered in blood, and his armor was shattered. n/(𝐎)-𝔳-.𝑬)-𝐿-)𝔅((I/(n 

Peng 

Shi Hao stamped on Shi Ziteng’s chest, and the armor was now completely broken into pieces. Although 

he managed to guard himself against the attack, Shi Ziteng was still kicked away. He slumped onto the 

dusty ground. 

However, he did not stay down, but raised himself back into the air immediately to fight back. 

Hong 

This time, Shi Hao spread out his arms and a giant black hand emerged in the sky. It then smashed down 

hard, as if a stretch of dark clouds were pressing down. The hand then devoured Shi Ziteng completely. 



Peng 

The giant hand had now covered Shi Ziteng completely and slapped him onto the ground for good. 

Smoke and dust were stirred up and filled the air. 

“Shi Ziteng has been defeated!” The crowd sighed. The prodigy had lost to his nephew, the supreme 

youth. 

Shi Hao raised the great halberd in preparation for the last strike. 

Just then, heaven and earth were disturbed as a terrifying magical power emerged. Energy overflowed 

in violent fluctuations, shaking the entire Martial Imperial Manor. The archaic demonic spider had 

arrived! 

Chapter 314 - Unable to Fight 

The great spider from the Demonic Spirit Lake had arrived. As expected, it came over at the crucial time. 

The entire sky was covered by dark clouds, startling the entire capital. Its divine might was incredibly far-

reaching! 

The great halberd in Shi Hao’s hand was raised, but it did not descend. Ferocious divine might undulated 

through the space around him, and he was under even greater pressure. 

Below, Shi Ziteng’s face was completely pale. When he saw the heavenly disturbance, a flush of color 

returned to his face. He knew that this was the true body of the demonic spider. Once it took action, 

there would be no hope for those at the noble king realm. They would inevitably be crushed. 

The entire capital became quiet as all sound vanished. The pressure here was absolutely crushing. An 

enormous spider appeared in the sky that was even larger than a mountain. It was malevolent and 

intimidating. 

For the common people, this scene was just too horrifying. It was the same as seeing a Demonic Deity 

that descended from above. Who would even be able to oppose such a great archaic spider? 

Forget about when it went berserk, just its aura at the moment could crush through everything. It could 

smash all the palaces and buildings into powder. Its mountainous body towered above everyone, as if an 

expert from the archaic era had revived! 

Its gaze was extremely cold as it swept through everything below. He looked at Shi Hao with a shred of 

contempt. “Supreme youth? You would only be able to act so arrogant while you are still young. If you 

die early, then you would become nothing. Everything would vanish into thin air.” 

Those ice-cold words, that mountain-sized body, as well as those endless fluctuations made the people 

below shiver with fear. They all felt like they were going to collapse at any moment. 

The great demonic spider’s words were overbearing. Those words were equivalent to pronouncing the 

death sentence of that youngster, not giving him the chance to mature. It made everyone’s hearts 

tremble greatly and feel pity for Shi Hao. 

This was originally a heaven warping genius, but in the end, he shone too brilliantly and brought about 

his own demise. Many people shook their heads in regret. 



Shi Ziteng stood up. His expression returned to normal, and he wiped away some blood from his lips. He 

knew that everything was going to end here, because even if the Great Demonic God arrived, it would 

still be useless. This time, the true body of the archaic demonic spider had arrived. 

“Demonic spider, have you forgotten that this is my capital? You’ve come to offer your birthday 

congratulations and develop friendly relations, which I welcome. However, I do not wish for you to 

cause a bloody disaster.” 

A calm voice transmitted over that originated from the imperial capital. 

Everyone was shaken. Even the Stone Emperor was stirred up, speaking words to intervene! 

Everyone trembled inwardly. If these words sparked conflict, then it would be extremely terrifying. If 

those two experts fought, just how great would the external effects be? It was difficult to predict. 

However, there was something that everyone was sure of. Once the battle started, if the Archaic 

Demonic Spider sucked in a breath, devouring thousands to tens of thousands of people wouldn’t even 

be a problem! 

“Stone Emperor, I am merely reprimanding a human lightly. A youngster like this even dares to offend 

my Demonic Spirit Lake and imprison my people, so do I not have the authority to discipline him?” The 

archaic demonic spider spoke. 

Within the capital, it still felt a bit of restraining fear. It knew that the Stone Clan had existed for a long 

time, and that once the Emperor Palace’s killing formation was activated, even a supreme expert would 

suffer. 

Moreover, the human emperor himself was powerful enough. Sitting in a position like that, he had the 

entire country’s resources at his disposal. Like a sacrificial spirit, he had the fortune to undergo baptism 

under divine fire, so his cultivation was deep and immeasurable. 

“He is a member of my Stone Clan, so if he has wronged you in any way, please allow me to discipline 

him. Demonic spider, there is no need for you to say anything else.” The voice from the Emperor Palace 

was imposing as it echoed through the skies. 

At this moment, the various powers were all surprised to see the Human Emperor speak up like this 

himself. This was an act to protect and assist Shi Hao. 

The crowd was full of wonder and astonishment. Did the Human Emperor see through his natural 

talent? Shi Hao was able to establish ten heavenly passages and rise to such greatness even after having 

his supreme being bone gouged out, surpassing all expectations. It was likely that he would rise and join 

the ranks of the divine. 

The demonic spider did not say anything but instead descended. An enormous spider leg that was like a 

heaven supporting pillar dropped down onto the Martial Imperial Manor. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, a golden sun appeared. It filled the heaven and earth, shaking the capital to block in front of 

the demonic spider. It made it so that the spider leg couldn’t help but retract. 



The Human Emperor displayed his might! 

Below, Shi Hao cried out bitterly inside. In reality, he didn’t want the human emperor to take action and 

wanted that demonic spider to come down. He was going to use one of the small pagoda’s ‘great 

power.’ 

Who would have expected the Human Emperor to descend at that time? Was it an act of cherishing 

talent? He actually blocked the demonic spider. 

However, he couldn’t blurt these things out and could only express his gratitude. Otherwise, the 

demonic spider would definitely become vigilant. Even though he had the small pagoda in hand, he still 

wouldn’t necessarily be able to completely eliminate the spider. 

“I hope that you will not take action and refrain from drawing blood here.” The Human Emperor’s words 

were extremely calm, but it made the souls of others tremble. There was a type of overbearing pressure 

that could be felt. 

“Since you are the master of Stone Country and have spoken these words, I will give you face,” the 

demonic spider said. 

“Everything will be settled with this.” Sound was transmitted from the golden sun, making everyone 

from the Martial Imperial Manor tremble. 

In the end, the great demonic spider and the Human Emperor left, and a fight did not unfold. 

The enormous pressure from the heavens disappeared, and everyone released a breath of relief. The 

pressure that a mature pure-blooded creature like that gave off was just too terrifying. 

Everyone began to discuss one after another, feeling that Shi Hao truly barely avoided a tragedy this 

time around. Shi Hao himself was the only one that sighed and felt that it was a missed opportunity. 

Soon after, his brows loosened up. There was going to be an even greater opportunity, since the Human 

Emperor’s birthday was already coming up. At that time, there would be other creatures from the 

Archaic Divine Mountains, and if they also made things difficult for him, then it would be the perfect 

time to clean them up in one go! 

The capital erupted with commotion, and there was discussion everywhere. Shi Hao had created an 

extremely great disturbance. 

WIth his identity exposed, there were no longer any secrets about his background. Everyone finally 

knew about the savage child’s past, and so this naturally became a hot topic. 

After Shi Ziteng got to his feet, he left with his people. 

Shi Hao did not pursue him, because he couldn’t brush away the Human Emperor’s act of kindness. He 

couldn’t take action any more. 

Regardless, the human emperor’s words were spoken to help him. 

“Worthy of being called a supreme youth! He could fight with a noble king, even defeating Shi Ziteng. He 

is worthy of admiration.” 



“The difference between him and myself when I was his age is just too great. Just how did he cultivate? 

How did he become so powerful?” 

“Shi Ziteng was defeated and lost the Dragon Blood Halberd. This is definitely an incredible humiliation 

for him! This result is truly unexpected.” 

It was just a youngster, yet he first tore apart the Rain King Manor and then fought a great battle against 

Shi Ziteng. He won decisively both times, making the name Shi Hao the focal point of the capital! 

Without a doubt this was an upcoming star. His radiance would only become even greater and shine 

throughout this great earth. 

“What will happen once the dual-pupiled individual returns?” 

Everyone immediately thought of this problem. They all knew that Shi Ziteng had a child that was known 

as a otherworldly deity. Once he returned, there would inevitably be a world-shaking confrontation with 

Shi Hao. 

When they thought of Shi Yi, all of the great powers thoughts became complicated. That youth’s natural 

gifts were shocking. Once he returned, he would definitely shake everything under the heavens. 

In the past, no one knew that there was a piece of supreme being bone within his body. In the past ten 

or so years, it had never been exposed. 

He was always calm, and not even a single thread of the supreme being bone’s power had ever leaked 

out. Only after Shi Hao’s great exposure did everyone become roused. 

No matter how you looked at it, even though the way in which the bone was acquired was not glorious, 

there was still one fact that couldn’t be overlooked. Shi Yi’s greatness in the future would definitely 

reach an unpredictable level. 

A dual-pupil individual was already heaven defying, but together with a supreme being bone, just what 

degree would such a person reach? When people thought of this question, their heads began to throb. 

Was it going to be Shi Yi’s own era in the future? 

“Even though Shi Hao lost his supreme being bone, he still reached such a level and became known as a 

supreme youth. I wonder if he still can bring about another miracle. At that time, he could fight against 

the dual-pupil individual.” 

“It would be incredibly difficult.” 

Even though they saw Shi Hao’s endless potential, the majority of the people there still felt that this 

battle would be incredibly difficult. It was because the other party’s innate characteristics were just near 

perfect. 

Shi Yi was within the ancient sacred courtyard, and if he obtained the Heaven Mending technique, then 

his body would be without any imperfections. He might even solve the problem of the supreme being 

bone not being part of his original body. Was he going to return? This was what everyone was 

wondering. 



Shi Hao left the Martial Imperial Manor, and no one was able to stop him from doing so. n/(𝐎)-𝔳-.𝑬)-𝐿-
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The second he stepped onto the main streets, countless eyes were focused on him. However, there 

wasn’t a single person that took action, and even those that bore grudges against him watched from far 

away. 

The first reason was because Shi Hao was strong enough himself, to the point where even Shi Ziteng was 

defeated. This made people second guess themselves before coming up. As for the second reason, now 

that even the Stone Emperor was protecting him, who dared to act indiscriminately? 

While walking along the main street, Shi Hao slowly calmed his mind down. He had already informed 

everyone that the child from back then was still alive. He wondered if his parents and grandfather would 

hear about today’s events. He hoped that they would and wanted to meet them again. 

Laughter that sounded like silver bells spread over, and a small girl appeared from around a corner. “Our 

family’s young miss invites you to come.” It was the witch’s maid. She was only a bit over ten years old 

and extremely lively. Her large eyes moved about, making her seem extremely intelligent. 

Shi Hao smiled. A battle had just ended, and he didn’t know where to go. Visiting the witch was not a 

bad idea. 

Moon Gazing House was an extremely well-known restaurant in the capital. Cultivators of all types 

visited this place because the owner was a master himself. Normally, not many commoners entered. 

In a private room, the heavenly fox fairy was currently enjoying wine alone. Black hair was scattered 

across her tall and slender figure. Her pure white forehead and intelligent large eyes made her seem 

extraordinarily beautiful. 

This room wasn’t all that luxurious. It faced the streets, and there was calligraphy and paintings hung on 

the wall. The table was carved out of sparkling jade. 

Shi Hao greeted her and sat down without asking for permission. He poured himself a cup of wine and 

drained it in one go. He asked while smiling, “Is this your spiritual body or your real one?” 

“What do you think?” The heavenly fox fairy’s eyes wandered over. Her beautiful white jade-like face 

had a hint of redness from drinking. Her smile was absolutely gorgeous, and was enough to move all 

living things. 

“It should be a spiritual body.” Shi Hao said. 

“Your answer is correct.” The heavenly fox fairy admitted in an extremely undisturbed manner. 

Shi Hao was shocked. It really was a spiritual body after all. 

Regardless of whether it was that free and unrestrained witch or this alluring heavenly fox fairy, they 

were both weird and extremely crafty. Truly worthy of being called outstanding, and it was extremely 

difficult to imagine what kind of a breathtaking beauty her real body had. 

“Did you call me for something?” Shi Hao was entranced for a moment before he asked with a smile. 

The witch was extremely quick-witted and wouldn’t find him for no reason. 



“No reason, just protecting you.” The heavenly fox-fairy said smilingly. 

“Why would I need your protection?” Shi Hao was astounded. 

“If I don’t protect you, then that fatty might harm you.” 

“That fatty?” Shi Hao was confused. 

“Of course I’m talking about the fatty Yue Chan.” The heavenly fox fairy said while drinking. 

Chapter 315 - Pair of Fairies 

“That fatty wants to deal with me?” Shi Hao asked in a casual manner while sitting next to the jade 

table. He poured himself a cup of wine. While enjoying the wine, he was also watching the bustling of 

the capital. 

“Exactly, you need to be careful.” The corners of the heavenly fox fairy’s lips were raised and her large 

eyes curved. Her smile was extremely sweet, yet crafty at the same time. 

“Why is that fatty making things difficult for me for no reason? It’s not like I provoked her. If she comes 

looking for trouble, then I’ll directly suppress and deal with her on the spot,” Shi Hao spoke in a 

domineering manner 

The reason he spoke like this was because he knew that the witch’s words couldn’t be trusted. He had 

just finished a great battle, and so his mood was rather relaxed right now. As a result, he spoke out in a 

teasing and joking manner. 

The witch giggled and asked, “What are you talking about? Suppress her on the spot?” 

“Didn’t you say you’ll sell her to me? I’ve been waiting this entire time. If she really does come looking 

for trouble, then I’ll directly carry her back to the village to make her into a mother.” Shi Hao moved his 

fist around in a rough manner. In reality, he wasn’t some masculine man and was still a youngster. He 

was still delicate and pretty, so these words were spoken just to play along with the witch’s style. 

The heavenly fox spirit laughed until she was rocking back and forth, not matching her appearance at all. 

Below her collar, a large amount of her snow white skin was revealed, just like fine jade. Her lotus-like 

arms were sparkling, and her beautiful face was absolutely dazzling. Her eyes were extremely quick-

witted as well. 

“If she really comes, do you dare take action?” 

“Why wouldn’t I dare? Didn’t you say that you’ll find someone to be her spouse in her place? Who is 

there better than me? Since it’s my responsibility, I have to take her as my wife.” Shi Hao spoke in a 

confident manner. 

“You were the one that said it! Suppress fairy Yue Chan on the spot.” The witch’s smile was extremely 

splendid and her eyes were shining. 

“Suppress that fatty on the spot.” Shi Hao nodded as he parroted her words. 



“Hehe...” The heavenly fox fairy’s laughter gave Shi Hao a bad feeling. He was a bit afraid because he 

vaguely sensed that something was wrong. When he suddenly turned around, he saw a wonderful figure 

standing at the entrance to the private room. 

“Fatty... I mean, fairy Yue Chan, when did you come?” Shi Hao scratched his head because he didn’t 

know what to say. He had a silly expression on his face. 

“I’ve arrived quite a while ago.” Fairy Yue Chan spoke with an expressionless face. Her beauty made 

others feel suffocated. While clothes covered her entire body, and there wasn’t the slightest bit of anger 

from her. She was just like an otherworldly and cold fairy. 

Shi Hao was extremely embarrassed. It was clear that he had been set up by the witch. 

“Why are you so quiet?” Soon after, he noticed a problem. Waves of coldness ran down his back, 

because this fairy was too terrifying. She avoided being detected by his spiritual awareness, startling him 

quite a bit. 

Fairy Yue Chan was extremely calm and unflustered, as if she didn’t hear what was said just now at all, 

or maybe all of those disrespectful words were filtered out. She walked into the private room, but did 

not sit down. 

“She has a secret treasure on her that’s impossible to deal with. It could conceal her existence, and is an 

extremely great assassination tool.” The witch’s laughter seemed to never end. 

Shi Hao didn’t say anything. No wonder fairy Yue Chan didn’t bring up the matters from just now. He 

naturally wouldn’t dig his own grave, and so he pretended as if he never said those things. 

However, the witch didn’t exactly think the same way. She would stir up trouble from nothing, so how 

could she let this situation go? 

“Deity-like youth, your fairy sweetheart has personally arrived. Hurry up and carry her back to the village 

and make her into a mother. I look forward to it, and pray that nephew will hurry and get it on.” The 

heavenly fox spirit’s laughter was extremely sharp and clear, and not a single person wasn’t moved. 

Shi Hao pretended as if he didn’t hear anything. He looked at the bustling streets and said, “The capital 

is truly great. There are people everywhere.” 

“You really aren’t good at shifting topics. What are you even talking about? Could it be that those on the 

street aren’t people but grass?” The witch rolled her eyes and continued her question from just now and 

didn’t let it go. “Older sis Yue Chan has already arrived, so what about the bold words you spoke just 

now? You shouldn’t give her the cold shoulder!” 

Shi Hao realized that he couldn’t let her continue speaking freely, or else there would be even more 

trouble. He took the initiative and said, “Fairy Yue Chan, do you need something from me?” 

“There are some matters.” Fairy Yue Chan replied. 

Shi Hao was startled. Did the other party really come looking for trouble? It was reasonable to assume 

that this wasn’t the case since the situation in the capital was so complicated. It was better to quietly 

watch the situation, so she shouldn’t be the first one to jump out, right? 



Fairy Yue Chan smiled sweetly, immediately making him feel as if he was bathed within spring winds. 

Today, she did not have a veil on, and her elegant and refined complexion didn’t have the slightest flaw. 

Her hair was jet black, and her bright eyes appeared well-disposed. 

“Fairy, please don’t smile at me like that anymore. Otherwise, the witch will urge me to bring you back 

to the village again,” Shi Hao said. 

“You clearly wanted to do that yourself. Why are you dragging me down with you?” 

Fairy Yue Chan was not affected at all and instead asked, “Are you a disciple of the Heaven Mending 

Pavilion?” 

Shi Hao was astonished and didn’t know why she would suddenly ask this kind of question. He 

immediately nodded, because there wasn’t any reason to hide it. Many people already knew about this. 

“Since that is the case, then we both originated from the same place. The two of us should become 

closer and not fall for this witch’s corruption,” said fairy Yue Chan. 

“Hey, did you hear? Older sis Yue Chan wants to become more intimate with you! Your wooden brain 

truly can’t get the point. Hurry up and express your true feelings!” The witch heckled. 

“What? You want to come back to the village with me? No problem. Grandpa Chief and Uncle Linhu 

have always wanted me to bring back a wife, saying that I am already at an age where I should settle 

down and get married. Brother Dazhuang’s child is already so big,” Shi Hao said. 

“Hahaha...” The witch laughed heartily. She knew that this fellow definitely caught on and was now 

purposely playing along and shifting the topic. 

Fairy Yue Chan was extremely calm and did not act out like how other woman might. She was extremely 

unperturbed as she said, “If you want, we can work together to capture the witch and make her your 

wife.” n𝑜𝑣ℯ/𝓛𝑏(In 

“Even something like this is okay?” Shi Hao’s mouth formed an O shape. He never thought that the 

incomparably holy and otherworldly fairy would be able to speak such absurd words. 

The witch said, “Do you see? The holy and pure fairy is more two-faced than anyone else. In order to 

accomplish her goals, she dares to do anything. For the sake of that fairy, her sect even made 

themselves into demons. Later on, after a series of battles, they turned everything around and changed 

history. If you become powerful enough, you can become a demonic king and make fairy Yue Chan serve 

on you.” 

“We are of common origin, and have inherited the same tradition.” Fairy Yue Chan didn’t seem to be 

affected in the slightest, as if all of those foul words flew past her ears like wind, leaving behind nothing. 

“I ask the fairy for guidance. Why do you speak of such things? Please help me dissolve my confusion.” 

Shi Hao truly didn’t understand. He had cultivated within the Heaven Mending Pavilion before, but what 

did that have to do with a great sect outside of this region? 

“Fine, then I will tell you everything. I come from the Heaven Mending Sect. What does this name 

remind you of?” Fairy Yue Chan asked. 



She was at a distance where Shi Hao could almost touch her. Her eyes were extremely quick-witted, and 

her feminine fragrance was floating about like that of an orchid as she looked at him calmly. 

Shi Hao was shaken. The difference between the Heaven Mending Sect and Heaven Mending Pavilion 

was only a single word. There really seemed to be some connection between the two, and so he seemed 

to have suddenly realized something. 

“The Heaven Mending Pavilion originated from outside the wastelands. It is a branch of my school, and 

so if you trace back to the roots, you are all disciples of the Heaven Mending Sect,” fairy Yue Chan said, 

revealing an astonishing secret. 

“Aiyou, older sis, the skin on your beautiful face is thickening. When did the Heaven Mending Pavilion 

become your branch? You guys never even recognized them, yet you guys actually dare to take credit 

when it’s convenient,” the witch mocked. 

Shi Hao’s heart was moved. He believed that there was definitely some connection and that some of 

what fairy Yue Chan said was trustworthy. Only, there were too many ulterior motives being kept secret. 

“It is true that some unpleasant things happened back then, but in the end, we are still of the same 

origin. The Heaven Mending Pavilion’s ancestor was a disciple of my Heaven Mending Sect. He had 

always wanted to return, and as a result, he established a Heaven Mending Pavilion here in the 

wasteland region,” said fairy Yue Chan. 

Shi Hao trembled. He immediately thought about ghost grandpa. At that time, his hair was completely 

dishevelled, and there was an ancient sword stuck in his skull. He went crazy and howled in sorrowful 

dismay that he was an abandoned disciple. 

At that time Shi Hao thought about how great of a sect that was. It was so powerful that even someone 

like ghost grandpa was expelled; this was too shocking. You have to understand that ghost grandpa was 

someone who dared to even cut apart supreme experts without hesitation. 

“Back then, an ancient expert who even had his divine flame ignited was refused by the Heaven 

Mending Sect, yet today, you guys actually have the nerve to seek out his disciple. It really is 

interesting,” the witch ridiculed. 

“We cannot change what has happened, but our sect has always tacitly agreed that the Heaven 

Mending Pavilion was a branch of our Heaven Mending Sect,” said fairy Yue Chan. 

“What a pity. The Heaven Mending Pavilion has been exterminated by others.” Shi Hao spoke coldly. 

What was the point of saying these things now? When the Heaven Mending Pavilion was facing great 

troubles, why didn’t anyone come to help? 

“We know that it is already too late, but in the end, all accounts will be settled. Soon, the wastelands 

will be thrown into chaos, and even saints will become grass and straw.” Fairy Yue Chan spoke, her voice 

extremely serious. 

At this moment, Shi Hao’s mind was extremely uncalm. Someone as powerful as ghost grandpa came 

from the Heaven Mending Sect and was expelled. Just how terrifying was this great sect? 



He had always felt that the large sects from outside this region were extremely powerful and could 

dominate endless territories, but he never thought that someone who had even ignited his divine flame 

would be discarded. It was by far even more terrifying than what he had thought. 

“The Heaven Mending Sect is truly great, and their inheritance has been passed down for endless years. 

It dates back to the archaic years, and it is not limited to a single region.” Fairy Yue Chan explained the 

situation to Shi Hao. 

The space this great sect occupied was actually not limited to a single region? This was like something 

straight out of a fairy tale, leaving Shi Hao somewhat stupefied. 

“In other words, it could be said there are more than one great regions where my sect has staked its 

foundation. For example, in the wasteland region, the Heaven Mending Pavilion can be considered as 

one of our branches.” Fairy Yue Chan explained in detail. 

“Aren’t you just trying to rope him into your Heaven Mending Sect because you see his potential?” The 

witch interrupted and spoke in a domineering tone, “What can you guys give him? If Shi Hao enters my 

Sky Severing Sect, then we will fish the Heaven Mending Sect from the skies. Even making Fairy Yue 

Chan your wife wouldn’t be a problem.” 

“The Sky Severing Sect goes against the heaven and earth. In the end, it will all amount to nothing. You 

do not need to fall for her enticement,” said Fairy Yue Chan. 

“Heaven Mending Sect, heh!” The witch shook her head and then became even more aggressive. She 

said to Shi Hao, “If you go with her, you won’t be able to obtain anything, while if you come with me, 

even she can be yours. It’s clear which option is better. There’s no reason for you to hesitate!” 

“You...” Fairy Yue Chan’s face became colder. 

Shi Hao didn’t say anything but began to think. It seemed like he had been seen as someone important 

by both sects, but it was also extremely dangerous. This was just the situation on the surface, but if he 

should go with either side, he would most likely face the ruthless slaughter by the other side. 

Sky Severing Sect, Heaven Mending Sect; it was clear just from the outlook that the two opposed each 

other. They were both supreme sects, and their doctrine and teaching were the most terrifying! 

“Can I be a demonic king and a divine ruler?” Shi Hao was extremely thick-skinned as he asked. 

Chapter 316 - Huntian 

“No problem. The only problem is if you can bear it. Fairy on the left, witch on the left, demonic 

sovereign at the center. The question is, can you do it?” The witch challenged. 

Fairy Yue Chan remained expressionless. She was extremely pure and holy without the slightest flaw. 

When she heard those vulgar words, she would act like she always did and ignore them. 

“Why wouldn’t I be able to?” Shi Hao asked. 

“If you can, then first suppress this fairy. That is the true nature of a demonic king. Otherwise, stop 

thinking random things.” The witch laughed. 



In the end, Shi Hao left and walked out from the Moon Gazing House. He left behind the fairy and the 

witch’s confrontation to silently think. He didn’t see any problems right now, and the two of them 

wouldn’t do anything. 

The future, however, wouldn’t be so certain. It might end up in a bitter war. Those two were ridiculously 

powerful, and both were outstanding individuals that belonged to great sects that could not be bound 

by a single region. 

“This is it for today, I’m going to go cultivate. Don’t bother me, or else I’ll bring both of you to the 

village!” The devilish brat fiercely waved his fists at the restaurant. 

He was still a devilish child that came from the wastelands. After feeling threatened, he immediately 

swore to bring them away forcefully. 

“Haha, not completely eat them?” In the distance, a young girl giggled secretly. Even though she didn’t 

possess fairy Yue Chan’s and the witch’s suffocating beauty, her appearance was still rather moving. Her 

body was tall and slender. 

It was clear that she understood Shi Hao and knew his catchphrase ‘eat you all’. 

The devilish brat immediately felt a wave of shame. How could this be seen by someone? He had been 

so deep in thought that he didn’t notice anything. 

“You’re... Lord Huntian’s sister?” He finally recognized who it was. He had seen this young lady from far 

away before in the Green Wood Garden. At that time, she had been surrounded by a group of young 

men. 

“My brother invites you to have a chat.” The young lady had a slight smile as she spoke. 

“Lord Huntian is looking for me?” Shi Hao was astonished. This was a period of time where ordinary 

people definitely wouldn’t bother with him to avoid bringing themselves some kind of disaster. 

“My brother’s temperament is extremely straightforward and he feels that you are quite a good person. 

In my opinion, the two of you are birds of a feather. He wants to have a drink and chat with you, and 

couldn’t care less about what others think.” The young girl murmured. 

“Okay, I’ll pay him a visit.” Shi Hao nodded. 

Lord Huntian was Stone Country’s youngest lord, and was only twenty five years old. He had been 

granted his title of nobility several years ago. His natural talents were incredibly shocking, and it was 

clear how powerful he was. 

This was a secluded garden that was also a restaurant. However, it only accepted specific guests. Those 

that were not frequent visitors couldn’t even get in. 

It was obvious that Lord Huntian’s power and influence were extremely great. As a new up and coming 

lord, he had the authority to be a guest here. He knew about this hidden location. 

There were many courtyards within this garden, and there was one that was open wide. The 

surroundings were beautiful and tranquil, and all types of rarely seen plants could be seen. They were 

extremely fragrant. 



“Carry all of you away? Hahaha... You truly are bold. It seems like I’ve been imitated!” Lord Huntian 

laughed loudly and invited Shi Hao inside. 

There was a jade table displayed within the courtyard, and there were many rare dishes on top of it. He 

didn’t know what kind of spiritual wood the chairs were made from. It didn’t seem particularly luxurious, 

but spiritual essence swirled about vaguely. This was a place extremely suited for enjoying wine and 

small gatherings. 

Lord Huntian’s figure was tall and large. His hair scattered down like a waterfall, and his pupils were 

penetrating. While speaking to Shi Hao, there were several girls at his side. They were all important 

young ladies from the capital. 

“No matter how bold I look, I’m just hot air. Unlike you where it’s actually put it into action, getting four 

in one go.” Shi Hao said in a familiar tone right from the start while looking at those four young ladies. 

“They weren’t forced to come by me. We are all of similar interests. Let’s drink again. They are also quite 

curious and wanted to meet you,” Lord Huntian said. 

Lord Huntian was someone whose temperament greatly changed depending on where he was. On the 

battlefield, he cuts down his enemies decisively with astonishing power. During his downtime, he acted 

extremely casually. Right now, he was talking and laughing with a girl by his side, seeming extremely 

carefree. 

“Now that you are drinking with me, aren’t you scared of some others outside becoming hostile towards 

you? I have quite a few enemies, you know,” Shi Hao said. 

“Who would I be scared of?” Lord Huntian smirked. He didn’t seem to care in the slightest, and then he 

hinted for the beauties beside him to pour some wine. 

“Are you not scared even if those great powers and noble king level powers come after you? What if 

that enormous spider sets its eyes on you? Won’t it be troublesome then?” Shi Hao reminded. He did 

not wish for those he was that he had friendly relations with to be harmed. 

“How many days longer can it even jump around? The wastelands is going to become chaotic anyway. 

Don’t look at how powerful some of these creatures are now. Sooner or later, they will be on the 

receiving end of a blade.” Lord Huntian spoke without the slightest bit of fear. 

Shi Hao was startled. Was this some kind of tribulation? Would it even affect experts at that level? It 

really was a bit scary. 

He had a feeling that Lord Huntian knew something, as if he understood quite a bit. Was he calmly 

waiting for the great chaos? 

“It almost seems as if you couldn’t care less about the wastelands’ impending great chaos, as if you were 

just a bystander,” Shi Hao said. 

“What will being scared do for me? If we can obtain some small thread of opportunity, we might even 

benefit. After the great chaos breaks out, what ancient country, what large spider? None of them would 

be able to remain.” Lord Huntian’s words were absolutely fearless. It seemed like he wasn’t even scared 

of the girls beside him leaking this information 



He looked at Shi Hao and said, “Who knows, we might have the chance to work together in the future. 

With this great disorder coming into this region, those outside might not be able to send large numbers 

in, so it will still depend on people inside like us. We might both be able to rise.” n𝑜𝑣ℯ/𝓛𝑏(In 

Shi Hao silently thought for a bit, and then nodded his head. In that brief moment, he thought of many 

things, and in the end, he asked, “Where did you obtain this information from?” 

“My teacher,” said Lord Huntian. 

It was clear that this was someone with quite a bit of influence. Shi Hao couldn’t dig any deeper, 

because everyone had their own secrets. 

“I decided to meet with you today because I felt that your disposition matches mine quite well. Tearing 

apart the Rain King Manor, and then a great battle in the Martial Imperial Manor proved your boldness, 

and that’s something I admire. Come, come, come, let us chat a bit about romance. Training an army 

and going to war are my specialty, but talking about worldly affairs is still my hobby.” Lord Huntian was 

completely unrestrained as he embraced a girl beside him and allowed her to feed him. 

“Are you trying to show me how at ease and extraordinary you are by making me watch helplessly from 

the side?” Shi Hao was a bit discontent as he poured himself a drink as well. 

“Hehe...” On the side, a young girl walked over and poured some wine for him as well. 

“I look forward to the day when you carry both fairy Yue Chan and that witch back. I feel like there will 

be a day when you will actually do it.” Lord Huntian laughed loudly. 

There was no way that he invited Shi Hao over only to talk about romance. The main point was to 

exchange some opinions on the impending turbulent times. He did not look down on Shi Hao’s age at all. 

“The so-called deities in our region aren’t actually true deities, but our region is extremely suitable for 

bringing up true deities. That’s why even those two great sects couldn’t hold themselves back.” 

When Shi Hao heard what was said, he asked, “I’ve always been quite curious. Just how powerful is the 

Heaven Mending Sect and the Sky Severing Sect? Can they really control an entire region?” 

“They are truly quite powerful and terrifying. They are so powerful that both you and I could only look 

up to them. It’s almost impossible to find any true deities within the wasteland region, but as for those 

two great sects...” Lord Huntian didn’t speak into detail. 

“It really is dull. So much conflict and fighting, what is the point?” Shi Hao said as he drank some wine. 

“In reality, I don’t want to participate in the great disorder, because we aren’t really qualified. However, 

if me and you don’t take action, then it’s impossible for us to survive. It is all for the sake of self-

preservation,” said Lord Huntian. 

“I might as well just hole up inside a mountain forest or something. I’ll bring back two fatties and then 

go into hiding to avoid this disaster. By then, my cultivation will be good enough. Who will dare provoke 

me then? I’ll just eat them all.” Shi Hao hiccuped from the alcohol and spoke in this way. 

“Haha... then I can’t help you there.” Lord Huntian laughed loudly. 



“I’m quite curious, exactly who is taking action and bringing about such chaos?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Taboo!” Lord Huntian’s eyes narrowed and seemed to possess a bit of fear. Taboo; this was what his 

teacher personally told him. Even great sects from outside this region were going into action to take 

advantage of it. 

There were also rumors that this ‘taboo’ was the arrival of all these great sects. 

“Watch, when the great chaos arrives, there will be people who will try to assert their strength in this 

wasteland region. At that time, we will be involved as well. Instead of letting this happen, we might as 

well seize what we should possess instead.” Lord Huntian spoke quite a bit, making Shi Hao’s expression 

change. This was for the sake of not being controlled in the future, and it was going to be extremely 

terrifying. 

Lord Huntian spoke again. “Some people have set their eyes on the boundless skies and vast stellar seas. 

There are also those who are focused on our wasteland region, those who are interested in mortal 

affairs, and even the people who are satisfied with growing their own necessities.” 

“I only want one thing. A free world.” Shi Hao said softly. 

“Then you will have to rise to power in the wastelands, control the entire wasteland region and become 

the great emperor. Only then, could you obtain what you want, otherwise... Hah!” 

The two of them had been drinking for a long time already, and both of them were already completely 

intoxicated. They didn’t even know what they were talking about anymore, and in the end, Lord Huntian 

patted his shoulder and said, “I offer my wishes that you can bring those two girls back to your village. I 

feel like this will make things extremely interesting, giving the great powers outside our region an 

unforgettable impression, hahaha...” 

“Wait for my good news.” Shi Hao was also drunk. He carried one of the girls and left, bringing about a 

huge shriek. 

“Put down my sister!” Lord Huntian shouted. 

Pa! Shi Hao slapped the luxurious bottom and said, “I was just wondering why something was quite 

different. I’m leaving.” 

He hiccuped and left while swaying back and forth. 

“A great disorder is going to begin...” Shi Hao said to himself. 

Time passed by quickly, and several days passed in a flash. The Human Emperor’s birthday had arrived, 

and the majestic palace was completely opened. Important guests all entered. 

Shi Hao became famous instantly, and as a result, he naturally received an invitation. This was because 

the Human Emperor personally paid attention to him and saved him from the clutches of that great 

spider. As a result, he had a golden invitation card in his hand and was considered a respected guest. 

Of course, this was not something that the Stone Emperor himself instructed, but rather something that 

the people below him decided based on the circumstances. It was impossible for everyone to personally 

pay their respects to the Human Emperor, so they took action based on what they felt was appropriate. 



The lofty palace was grand and vast. This was an ancient structure that flowed with golden splendor 

under the multicolored light of a sunrise. It seemed just like an ancient temple. 

Upon entering, one would find their bodies to be incredibly tiny in comparison, as if it was constructed 

for giants. The building was so large that it was shocking, and an incredibly majestic atmosphere filled 

this place. 

At the doorway to the inner palace, there were two enormous Bi’ans crouching. They were powerful 

and terrifying ancient beasts that possessed formidable power and grandeur. Their bloodlines were 

incredibly astonishing. 

It was rumored that within the depths of the imperial palace, there was an old Bi’an that had lived for a 

long time. It had become an existence similar to a guardian spirit, and it was the beast that protected 

the imperial family. 

“The imperial family really is incredible...” Shi Hao sighed. He made many speculations just from seeing a 

small portion of this place. 

Guests entered unceasingly, and the number of people here grew larger and larger. They were all 

experts, and the auras they released made others’ hearts palpitate. Without a doubt, this place was 

going to be bustling with noise and excitement today. In addition, there were bound to be some unusual 

events that were going to happen. 

Chapter 317 - Imperial Palace 

Under the illuminating sunlight, the entire palace was covered in a layer of golden light. Countless 

people were hurrying over, as if they were making a pilgrimage. The grand and imposing buildings 

towered into the heavens. 

After all the powerful individual arrived and formally entered Stone Country’s restricted areas, they felt 

an ancient and evolving feeling. They were witnesses of this generation’s magnificence. 

A generation’s outstanding expert sparked his divine flame, established an ancient country, and ruled 

over millions of millions of rivers and mountains; these majestic and boundless buildings recorded the 

stories from countless years ago. 

“After cultivating to a certain level, sometimes, a single idea could make an incredible difference. The 

imperial palace has cultivated to such greatness already. Was the supreme expert from back then scared 

of not having enough space?” Shi Hao guessed randomly. 

This was because there wasn’t just a single building, and all of them were all enormous. Every single one 

of them was like a mountain. When standing before them, one would feel extremely insignificant. 

The sound of flowing water could be heard everywhere. Not only were there fountains, there were 

streams linking up the entire palace beside the main path. The scenery was extremely beautiful. Within 

the streams, there were fish and shrimp. From time to time, even flood dragons would appear. 

There was definitely more than a single flood dragon. Their thick bodies extended from tens to hundreds 

of meters in length, and light flickered through their scales and dragon feelers. Their horns were 

sparkling and translucent, giving them a mystical appearance. 



At this moment, everyone was shocked from the scenery. Other people would grow fish that were 

pleasant to look at, yet Stone Country’s imperial palace actually raised flood dragons. This was just too 

shocking, like the difference between heaven and earth. 

“Yi, there is a white tortoise as well. According to legends, the tortoise’s swirling white pattern was an 

auspicious sign, an omen of long life. It’s an incredibly rare flesh precious medicine!” 

Everyone sighed in admiration. The creatures in these waters were all rarely seen. Outside of the flood 

dragon and white tortoise, they also saw a scarlet lotus. Its entire body was bright red like burning 

flames. They were growing in large numbers, and their fragrance wafted through the air. 

“This... is just too extravagant!” Everyone was shocked again and again. 

That scarlet lotus was a well known spiritual medicine, yet they were growing in such abundance here 

for landscaping purposes. This made many people swallow their saliva. 

“This isn’t actually a waste. When the imperial palace needs to refine medicines, they will come here to 

pick them from the waters,” said a noble king. It was clear that he visited the imperial palace regularly 

and knew about its circumstances. 

Clear and pleasing chirps sounded from above them. A few colorful Luans flew past, and they were all 

incredibly beautiful with long plume feathers and brightly colored wings. They circled around the 

imperial palace, giving it an auspicious feel. 

Everyone was in deep admiration. Every scene within the imperial palace possessed exceptional 

magnificence. Those were descendants, yet they willingly resided here. It was clear that Stone Clan’s 

backing was deep and powerful. 

The palace city naturally had many ancient trees, and there were many old trees that were several 

thousand years old, with some that were even more ancient. Numerous branches extended from them, 

and leaves covered them luxuriously. They were upright and strong like dragons as they extended 

towards the sky. 

There were many people who came, and there were no lack of sect masters, noble kings, and other 

aristocrats. There were also many powerful unaffiliated cultivators and pure-blooded creatures. They all 

possessed powerful backgrounds. 

After passing through an enormous arched gate, everyone arrived at the central heavenly palace. When 

they arrived here, they found that the ground was covered in a layer of clouds that continuously moved 

about but only reached the knees. 

This was their final destination, as the human emperor’s birthday celebration was going to be held here. 

There were clearly creatures of all different types that had entered this heavenly palace. They were all 

emitting shocking auras that made others tremble. These creatures included a Golden Sparrow that was 

several meters in length and a giant that was over twenty meters in height. 

“Are those creatures from the Archaic Divine Mountains?” Everyone was astonished. Only those types of 

guests could sit with Stone Emperor in this heavenly palace. 



Everyone else could only remain outside in the public area. There were already many jade chairs and 

tables arranged, and with white mist swirling about, it made this place seem like a heavenly realm. 

The birthday feast obviously wouldn’t start now. It was still too early. 

Many people began to group up and exchange greetings. This was a good chance for them to get to 

know and befriend some large figures. They were originally assigned to seats in the lounge, but they 

didn’t go there. 

Soon after, they all got together and many experts began to laugh heartily. They were in twos and 

threes as they talked about topics of mutual interest. 

Shi Hao wandered around, not recognizing most of the people there. However, when others looked at 

him, many of them revealed peculiar looks. They all began to discuss secretly and point him out. 

Without a doubt, he was someone that was well-known. Many people recognized him, because after 

the great battle within the capital, he drew attention from all directions. 

There were a still a few people that Shi Hao knew about here, like the Martial Imperial Manor’s people 

and a few other nobles. There were also a few outstanding individuals he encountered within the Green 

Wood Garden. 

He enthusiastically greeted them without missing a single one. As long as he recognized them, he would 

definitely go up and say a few things. For example, when he saw the Rain Clan’s people, he would walk 

up and pat their shoulders intimately, wrapping his arms around their shoulders. 

Yu Feng’s face fell ashen, but he didn’t dare move a muscle. He had cultivated within the Heaven 

Mending Pavilion in the past, and conflict had already sparked with Shi Hao there. In the Void God 

Realm, he was even killed by the other party. He had to spend a long time in recovery to return to his 

former condition. 

Everyone’s expressions were strange. Even people like them could get along? 

To Yu Feng, this was truly a type of torment. His entire body felt uncomfortable as Shi Hao’s arms 

wrapped around his shoulders. However, he wasn’t strong enough. He really wanted to kill Shi Hao with 

a slap. 

Finally, the devilish child saw Shi Ziteng, and he immediately abandoned Yu Feng and walked up. He 

immediately asked how the injuries of this uncle of his were and if they were serious. n𝑜𝑣ℯ/𝓛𝑏(In 

Shi Ziteng’s face was expressionless. He turned around and left. 

“Hey, aren’t you all from Tuoba family? You guys came too? You guys look good, I wanted to see you 

guys again.” When Shi Hao saw the family’s people, he rushed over and chatted in a friendly manner. 

These people’s faces were all overcast. They suffered bitterly in the Void God Realm, and their entire 

pure land was pulled up by the roots and flattened. Many of their important figures were killed by Soul 

Shattering Needles, so they hated the devilish child greatly. 

Wherever Shi Hao went, a group of people’s faces would immediately change and become extremely 

ugly. Was he trying to brew hatred? He only searched out those whom he had conflicts with! 



“Yi, you’re that famous Prince Chi Yun from the Void God Realm! I think we met before. Back then, I 

might have accidentally killed a large number of people. Nothing happened to you, right?” 

Shi Hao was truly making their lives absolutely miserable. He was completely unrestrained as he 

attacked at these people’s weak points. Prince Chi Yun was one of the young experts of the four great 

families, and so there was naturally some conflict between them. 

The people that Shi Hao provoked were naturally all those that bore grudges against him that were 

difficult to get rid of. At the same time, Shi Hao didn’t want to coexist with them either, and there was 

going to be a life and death confrontation between them sooner or later. 

Since he came to the capital, he wanted to utilize one of the little pagoda’s ‘great uses’. He did not mind 

if everyone became furious from his provoking, because he would just kill them all. 

The group of people were truly angered badly, but they didn’t dare act out. This was the Stone Country 

imperial palace, so who dared to act imprudently? Only that thick-skinned brat would act in such a 

carefree manner and harass everyone. 

Finally, he left, because he saw some people he was truly acquainted with. 

At the arched door, many people were crowding around a young lady like stars around a moon. She was 

a bit taller than normal girls, and her fiery dress flowed up and down from her curvy figure. Her face was 

gorgeous, and a snow white neck led down to her full chest. Below her small waist were a pair of 

beautiful and slender legs. These traits together formed a figure that was absolutely perfect. 

People from Stone Country’s imperial palace welcomed her, so it was clear that this was a guest among 

esteemed guests. 

“Fire Nation princess has come to offer congratulations in the Fire Emperor’s place. He wishes the Stone 

Emperor eternal youth and heavenly grace!” Someone announced. 

Everyone was astonished. Another human emperor has dispatched people to offer his congratulations. 

“Fatty!” Shi Hao waved from far away and enthusiastically shouted. 

Huo Ling’er was originally extremely happy and excited. She was surrounded by a outstanding 

individuals like a heavenly goddess. 

When the word fatty sounded, she immediately felt a sense of familiarity, and then her countenance 

changed completely. It was because she saw Shi Hao walk over and wave in her direction. 

She was fuming with rage between gritted teeth. She hadn’t seen this devilish brat in two years, yet he 

was still the same, hollering fatty at her. She was gonna die from anger. This was intolerable! 

With a hu la sound, those outstanding talents around her immediately moved to the side. These people 

all knew how formidable this savage youth was, and none of them were willing to provoke him. 

When he saw Huo Ling’er flip out, Shi Hao immediately restrained himself and didn’t call her a fatty 

anymore. “Junior sister, you have become prettier since the last time I saw you two years ago. The parts 

that should be fat are becoming fatter.” 



The first half made Huo Ling’er happy, but the second half, what kind of words were those?! 

“You were at the Northern Sea these past two years?” Veins jumped on Huo Ling’er’s sparkling white 

forehead , and she was holding herself back with great difficulty. 

“I thank junior sister for her concern! I was tricked by a group of heartless people into going into the 

Northern Sea and ate salted fish for two years. It’s simply infuriating.” While speaking he stared at a 

group of people in the distance, and they were immediately stumped for words. 

Those people actually came as well. They were descendants from the Archaic Divine Mountains. 

“Are you okay now?” Huo Ling’er asked in a concerned manner. She had heard from a few rumors that 

the great battle at the Northern Sea was incredibly miserable. Even supreme experts fell, yet the devilish 

brat dared to venture there, it really was beyond reckless. 

It was because she heard in some vague rumors that the devilish child was incredibly ferocious, killing 

the spiritual bodies of several supreme experts. In the end, he was killed within the Kun Peng’s nest. 

Even though she heard news of his survival and return, she was still worried for a period of time. 

“I’m fine, really. Even though I ate quite a lot of salted fish, I could still eat a piece of pure-blooded 

precious meat from the Archaic Divine Mountains. The taste was truly quite good,” Shi Hao said. 

When the surrounding people heard this, they were all stupefied. This fellow killed pure-blooded 

creatures before? This was just too horrifying. 

“We’ll talk more later. Let me offer birthday congratulations to Stone Emperor in my father’s place 

first.” After Huo Ling’er spoke, she was lead forward by the palace staff. 

At this time, a small creature in her bosom woke up and cried out with an ao sound. It quickly jumped 

onto Shi Hao’s body. 

“You...” Huo Ling’er was furious. Several years had passed already, yet the young deity still never forgot 

this fellow. She didn’t stop it and temporarily abandoned the small wolf before walking towards the 

central heavenly palace. 

“Not bad, I thought that you became a thankless wretch and forgot about me.” Shi Hao laughed and 

took a look at it. He noticed that the small wolf’s size didn’t change, but a wave of extremely tyrannical 

divine force was surging from within. 

However, no matter how he searched, he didn’t discover any symbols. He couldn’t understand why at 

all. Could this young deity have some kind of problem? 

Not far away, a group of creatures walked over, bringing about much shock and astonishment. Those 

people could still be considered young, and there were males and females among them. They were all 

extraordinary and promising youth. 

There were ten or so people. Some of them wore clothes with brilliant feathers, some had dazzling 

armor, and some had on beautiful dresses. The boys were heroic, and the girls were extremely beautiful. 

They attracted the crowd’s attention. 



“They are creatures from the Archaic Divine Mountains. All of these youngsters are terrifying, and if 

nothing unexpected happens, then the wastelands will be dominated by these individuals in the future.” 

Even a noble king sucked in a cold breath of air. 

“You are Shi Hao, also known as the savage youngster?” One of them had already walked up. He asked 

while filled with ill intent. 

“That’s me, did you need something from me?” Shi Hao asked as if he didn’t mind at all. His gaze passed 

through their bodies and landed on the exceptionally beautiful body of the purple clothed Yun Xi. 

Chapter 318 - Disdain 

Shi Hao truly acted how he wanted. Even in front of creatures from the Archaic Divine Mountains, he 

was still extremely carefree, making these youngsters’ faces extremely ugly. 

Of course, there were a few youngsters whose expressions remained neutral and indifferent. Their 

outstanding appearances did not show any change. 

These people were all extremely powerful. Their family backgrounds were illustrious, and their 

bloodlines were noble. During the archaic years, their ancestors were known as gods and devils that 

roamed freely through the earth and nine heavens. 

Meanwhile, the human race was comparatively weaker. When facing creatures from the Archaic Divine 

Mountains, they would hold them in the same regard as gods. Ever since the ancient times until the 

present day, whenever youth like these walked around, they would all be surrounded by others, 

welcomed by countless humans. Humans would all feel intimidated, and as a result act humble and 

respectful. Where would they see someone as infuriating as Shi Hao? 

There were a few youngsters that were extremely discontent. Their expressions were cold and their 

gazes were chilly. One of them said, “We are talking to you, yet your mind seems to be wandering 

around and you aren’t paying attention. What is the meaning of this?” 

Shi Hao glanced at him and said, “Why do I care who you are? You act high and mighty as soon as you 

show up, and the first thing that comes out of your mouth sounds like you’re trying to lecture someone, 

yet you still want me to treat you with respect? From my perspective, it seems like you want me to eat 

you!” 

The crowd was completely stunned. This was just too direct! Was he really revealing his savage nature 

as soon as he walked up? Even though they had heard rumors before, this was still a bit difficult for 

them to endure. 

“You...” 

“You what you, go somewhere and cool off. Don’t be an eyesore!” Shi Hao shot them a look of disdain. 

The group of disciples from the divine mountains were completely speechless. Meanwhile, those 

youngsters that were yelled at immediately felt their faces go pale. Wasn’t this fellow too arrogant? 

Normally, it was them who berated others, yet today, it was the exact opposite. 

“Are you challenging the dignity of my divine mountain?” A youngster asked with an overcast 

expression. 



“Are you challenging my dignity?” Shi Hao coldly replied. 

Their words were extremely similar, but the meanings were completely different. One was a divine 

mountain, and another was himself. This made many people’s expression change. It was such a huge 

contrast, yet they were opposing each other with equal harshness. 

“We’ve heard that you were arrogant a long time ago, but I never expected you to be even worse than 

what the rumors say. Don’t think that you are really unrivalled under the heavens!” A youngster 

threatened in a cold voice. 

“Are you testing my patience? Don’t overestimate yourself!” Shi Hao was extremely blunt, not giving 

them any face. 

With these words spoken, the atmosphere immediately became cold and those individuals could no 

longer leave. Killing intent seeped out, and they were ready to spring into combat. They couldn’t endure 

these attacks. 

“Did you all come here to deal with me?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Brother has misunderstood, we’ve only come to become acquainted with you. We’ve been looking 

forward to meeting you for a long time but never had the chance. Today, there is finally an opportunity 

to.” A youngster smiled and spoke. 

Soon, the group separated. Eight or nine stood on the side and did not join the others. They were the 

ones that were comparatively gentle and did not possess overbearing attitudes. 

The other individuals’ faces were ice cold, and their expressions were even uglier. 

During these past few years, news of the savage child from the Void God Realm had travelled far and 

wide. Even those that came from the Archaic Divine Mountains retracted their conceit and arrogance 

when facing a human who opened ten heavenly passages . 

As a result, there were some within these youth that showed restraint. They didn’t show any arrogance 

and watched calmly from the side. It was because they had heard too many things regarding this savage 

child and were not willing to provoke him. 

Only those individuals who took pride in their Archaic Divine Mountains were discontent from the start. 

They possessed a natural sense of superiority, yet the other party didn’t seem to pay them any 

attention, so they became extremely angry. n𝑜𝑣ℯ/𝓛𝑏(In 

“Yun Xi, last time, you’ve fooled me into going to the Northern Sea with only salted fish to eat for two 

years. In the end, I didn’t obtain anything and almost lost my life. Did you bring these people here to get 

rid of me?” Shi Hao asked. 

The purple-clothed Yun Xi who was always in the back frowned and said, “Nothing to do with me.” 

To Shi Hao, what kind of feeling did her words bring? Within the Hundred Shattered Mountains, the two 

were like fire and water. She felt that this brat was too hateful, daring to even bite her ear. 

You have to know that within the great Archaic Divine Mountains, she was extremely outstanding and 

was regarded as a goddess. 



Later on, after experiencing a string of events, she found that this devilish brat was extremely terrifying. 

His natural talents were too great, and if he was allowed to grow up, not even the divine mountains 

would be able to deal with him. 

“You ate one of our companions in the Northern Sea, so why would you still treat us with such 

hostility?” Next to her, a silver-haired girl murmured. This was precisely Yin Xue. 

“I only know that I was tricked by you guys. There is someone among you that wanted to get rid of me.” 

“But that had nothing to do with us!” Yin Xue shouted. 

“You were the ones that invited me out to sea, but in the end, one of you wanted to kill me! It really is 

bitterly disappointing.” Shi Hao shook his head as he spoke. 

“Hello? You’ve already eaten Qing Yun who wanted to kill you. Could it be that you want us to apologize 

or even eat us?” Yin Xue was a bit upset. 

The purple-clothed Yun Xi stood silently on the side like a gorgeous piece of art carved from ivory. Her 

beauty had no flaws. 

“Of course! You guys need to apologize and compensate me for my losses.” Shi Hao’s skin was 

extremely thick as he spoke. 

“What do you want?” Yin Xue naturally wouldn’t give anything, but she still asked curiously. 

“You two should guard my village in my place.” Shi Hao spoke in a business tone. 

“You... should just die!” The purple-clothed Yun Xi who hadn’t opened her mouth finally couldn’t hold it 

in anymore. It was because ever since she encountered the devilish brat in the Hundred Shattered 

Mountains, he would always shout noisily about capturing her like an archaic vicious beast to guard 

some stupid village for him. 

Whenever she thought about that experience, she would always feel like going crazy. 

“Hey, you all that aren’t involved, what are you doing here? Stop poking around and go do what you are 

supposed to do.” Shi Hao spoke towards the individuals with gloomy expressions. 

The confrontation and exchange of words had long attracted the attention of the nearby guests. Many 

people were paying close attention, and they all felt an apprehensive fear. 

Everyone knew about the devilish child’s savageness since a long time ago, but they never thought that 

he would reach such a level. While facing a group of pure-blooded creatures, or the future most 

powerful individuals in the wastelands, he didn’t seem to care in the slightest. On the contrary, he told 

them off when given the earliest opportunity. 

In particular, after seeing this scene, many human youths felt incredible admiration. They felt as if their 

emotions were being battered by a torrential downpour. This was just too shocking. 

Meanwhile, there were a few aristocratic young ladies whose eyes were flickering with radiance. This 

was a youngster that dared to lecture creatures from the Archaic Divine Mountains! This kind of attitude 

gave them a hint of novelty and excitement. 



At this moment, many youngsters were feeling a sense of joy. Normally, whenever a pure-blooded 

creature appeared, they would all feel extremely stifled and nervous. A group of them appeared this 

time, yet a single youngster directly pointed at and threatened them. 

This... made them completely speechless. At the same time, they were stirred up. There were some who 

cried out in anguish when they compared themselves to Shi Hao. Their ages were similar, but why was 

there such a huge disparity between them? 

From the group of Archaic Divine Mountain youngsters that had gloomy expressions, one walked up and 

said, “Qing Yun was a friend of ours, yet you killed and even ate him. How do you want to pay back this 

debt?” 

Shi Hao’s expression was unperturbed as he said, “Didn’t I already say that it was to get revenge on that 

Green Luan? There’s no need for it to be so complicated. Just step up and I’ll give you an explanation.” 

There were eight or nine youngsters on the side that included Yun Xi and Yin Xue. They did not 

participate and expressed their uninvolvement in this matter. These people had been rather calm since 

they arrived. 

There were only four individuals remaining, and their ages ranged from fourteen to eighteen. All of their 

expressions were extremely cold. 

“What, are you guys the ones that want to be taught a lesson? They why don’t you all just come up 

together.” Shi Hao shot them a look of contempt, as if he wasn’t the least bit concerned. 

Within the surrounding crowd, all the human youngsters looked like they had been injected with chicken 

blood. They clenched their fists and held their breaths after seeing the savage child speak with such a 

tone. His words resonated with them, making them extremely moved. 

“He... isn’t scared of Archaic Divine Mountains’ retaliation?” A young aristocratic lady spoke in a soft 

voice. She was extremely stirred up, and her small face was flushed red. 

“Has he not done enough ridiculous things? He has been known as someone who angers deities and 

mortals alike, yet he is still leaping and frisking about. That fellow definitely has some kind of backing.” 

Another young lady clenched her fists and said. 

Those individuals that originated from the Archaic Divine Mountains had malicious looks in their eyes. 

They’ve truly had enough today. After coming here, they weren’t able to show off their awe-inspiring 

authority and were instead repeatedly told off by a human youngster. It truly made them feel like they 

were being choked. 

“I am going to fight you!” Among them, one youngster coldly said. 

“Sure, but shouldn’t we make some kind of agreement first? For example, if I were to accidentally kill 

you, could I just bring your body away and barbeque it?” 

“This is intolerable. We will fight over there!” Those youngsters couldn’t take it anymore. This fellow’s 

mouth was too sharp and hateful. 

Shi Hao was astonished and said, “It’s the Human Emperor’s birthday, yet there is a place for fighting?” 



“There were such arrangements made. They were done to liven things up for the emperor.” One of the 

people on the side spoke up, and it was a palace bodyguard. His age was quite great and appeared to be 

extremely aged. He had long noticed the situation here. 

Right next to the heavenly palace, there was an arena for practicing martial arts constructed for the 

imperial family. However, when they arrived, he found that there were already people fighting here. 

The Imperial Palace staff had already made preparations. They predicted that there would be those that 

would want to fight, and so they permitted such confrontations here. 

It could be said that this was rather unusual. This was the restricted Emperor Palace, yet such a thing 

really was happening. As a country founded on martial principles, Stone Country’s customs always 

leaned towards the valiant. Even the imperial family was like this. 

Several of the youngsters discussed among themselves for a bit, and soon after, one of them walked 

out. He had a head of gray hair, and even his eyes were gray in color. He possessed a chilly aura and was 

going to fight Shi Hao. 

In the distance, there were some noble kings fighting intensely, but it didn’t attract anywhere close to as 

much attention as the fight that was about to take place here. Countless young talents had hurried over, 

and their eyes were all flickering in anticipation for this battle. 

The martial arena was extremely large, and it could simultaneously host many battles. It seemed like it 

was prepared for extremely powerful individuals, and great formation patterns had been laid out in fear 

of this place being destroyed. 

“It has been said again and again how formidable you are, but I will only believe the result. If you are 

killed, then all of those rumors will go up into thin air.” The gray-haired youngster said in a cold voice. 

Hong 

A sphere of resplendent radiance blossomed with wuwu sounds. It directly flew towards Shi Hao with 

incredible power. The terrifying fluctuations made even the formation patterns below the Martial Arena 

tremble gently. 

Many people became scared, and ominous feelings crept up within them. Their entire bodies trembled, 

as if they were going to faint on the spot. 

“Ancient sacred weapon!” Shi Hao was astonished. 

This was a sacred weapon, moreover a complete one. There was no damage to it at all, and once 

activated, its power would reign supreme. Fluctuations suppressed downwards like vast waves. 

If nothing unexpected happens, then Shi Hao would be directly suppressed and blasted into ashes. 

There wouldn’t be any suspense, because an undamaged weapon like this was extremely rare. It was 

just too easy for it to defeat someone at the spirit transformation level. 

Shi Hao thought of the broken sword, but in the end, he didn’t move. It was a damaged artifact, so he 

didn’t know if it could withstand this attack. The thought of using the small pagoda came to him, but he 

felt like it wasn’t worth it. In the end, he remembered another object and raised his left arm. 



Strong winds surged mightily, and intense fluctuations were released. Everyone cast their gaze over and 

they were greatly shaken by what they saw. An ancient sacred artifact was actually revealed in this 

confrontation! This was a bit inconceivable. 

Shi Hao felt a chill. This was definitely something bestowed by by a supreme expert from the Archaic 

Divine Mountains. It was a supreme treasure, and something not even a supreme expert could make. It 

had to be something that was passed down. 

This was a planned slaughter. The other party definitely received the consent of his seniors to kill him 

here. It was supposed to be a swift and decisive strike that wouldn’t leave any chances open. 

He faced the incoming sphere of light. At the same time, a thought appeared in his mind. Other than 

that enormous spider, there was now another supreme expert he wanted to get rid of from the divine 

mountains! 

Chapter 319 - Divine Left Armguard 

“He’s running into an ancient sacred artifact!” Many people cried out in alarm. They noticed that Shi 

Hao had stamped on the ground and charged towards the shining magical weapon. The entire arena 

trembled under his feet. 

The weapon was extremely bright. It was so dazzling that tears would cloud one’s eyes when they tried 

to look at it, and it hurt as if they were being stabbed by needles. It flew out quickly and smashed in 

midair with the youngster. 

“Clear Sky Wheel!” Some people cried out in shock after recognizing the sacred artifact. It had a great 

reputation, and its power shone brilliantly during the ancient years. 

Its body was a dazzling green, and it was in a circular shape. All types of symbols were carved on top, 

and countless streaks of divine multicolored light were being emitted. It was like a green sun that was 

covered in countless symbols, both powerful and terrifying. 

This precious wheel originated from the Green Sky Divine Mountain, and it had killed many powerful 

individuals in the ancient era. It had bathed in the blood of many remarkable figures, and was known as 

an incredibly great killing artifact. After the passage of endless years, it was not damaged after all those 

great battles. It was still sparkling, translucent, and shockingly powerful. 

Shi Hao faced the sky. His left arm shone, and symbols began to flourish. That arm became completely 

different, as if it was the arm of a deity. All types of symbols covered it densely as it struck towards the 

Green Sky Wheel. 

“What? That’s... the aura of a deity!” Everyone was stupefied. They all stared blankly, and their hearts 

were greatly shaken. 

An extremely unordinary aura surged, making everyone tremble. It wasn’t weaker than the Green Sky 

Wheel, and it even seemed more mysterious. The fluctuations that were released felt like a sea of stars. 

Symbols poured down and spread from that arm. Shi Hao was wrapped up within, and it completely 

protected his body. It was almost as if every inch of his flesh was protected by the symbols of deities. 



“What is this? How could such a strange sight appear?” The people couldn’t understand, and they stared 

without even blinking in fear of missing something. 

An abnormal ringing sounded in the air, and soon after, the sacred weapon Green Sky Wheel was 

blasted away and sent flying. It flew high into the sky, and the radiance on the wheel began to flicker 

chaotically. Its symbols began to slowly disappear. 

Meanwhile, on the other side, the savage child was also greatly shaken. The layer after layer of symbols 

covering his body that were releasing resplendent multicolored light were momentarily extinguished, 

but they lit up again soon after. It was an extremely shocking scene. His body flew out, and in the end, 

he smashed into the ground. 

When Shi Hao fell onto the ground, the earth itself trembled. However, it was not destroyed, because 

the formation patterns below the ground activated to protect this enormous martial arena. 

In the distance, the Green Sky Wheel’s radiance radiated. It went out several times, but in the end, it 

shone again. As it was suspended there, it seemed like a heavenly green sun. 

“What is going on? He actually didn’t die and blocked a great ancient killing weapon?!” 

Many people rubbed their eyes in disbelief. The devilish brat wasn’t killed or turned into ashes by this 

attack. 

Blood trickled out from Shi Hao’s lips. He was injured, but it wasn’t a great hinderance. His body was 

completely covered in mysterious symbols that extended from his left arm. 

“So powerful! This thing really is not bad!” He was quite satisfied. He adjusted his breathing a bit and 

recovered. His fighting ability hadn’t been affected. He looked in front of him. 

When everyone witnessed this result, there was immediately an uproar. This was just too ridiculous! He 

faced an ancient sacred weapon head on, yet he still seemed perfectly fine. 

In the distance, that gray-haired youngster’s face became ashen, and he was breathing heavily. This was 

a sacred weapon, moreover one whose name once greatly shook the ancient times. Once it was truly 

activated and revived, it required an endless amount of divine force, so it left him completely empty. 

However, this was the result. He simply couldn’t believe that he wasn’t able to take that human 

youngster’s life. 

“This is the freaking Green Sky Wheel!” He cried out loudly. There were a few great individuals in the 

ancient era who were killed, yet how could a mere youngster at the Spiritual Transformation Realm 

survive? 

“You don’t have the strength to utilize the Green Sky Wheel.” Shi Hao spoke in a soft voice. He took 

large steps forward and approached the gray-haired youngster. 

“Something is still wrong. You... how could you still be alive? You also have an undamaged ancient 

sacred weapon in your arm!” He began to take steps backwards. 



Shi Hao charged forward and quickly shortened the distance between them to suppress him. After all, 

he had barely avoided a disaster just now, so there was a wave of anger within him. He now already 

knew that it was the Green Sky Divine Mountain’s people that wanted him dead. 

An undamaged ancient sacred weapon could easily erase him, so if it wasn’t for the fact that he had a 

mysterious precious artifact within his body, he definitely would have been in trouble. 

“Green Sky Wheel, kill him!” The gray-haired youngster shouted loudly and once again forcefully 

activated the precious wheel in the sky. The green sun quickly swooped down. 

Divine light erupted fiercely from his eyes. He was forced to halt his movements. That sacred artifact 

was too powerful, so he couldn’t hold back. He once again lifted his left arm, and a brilliant radiance 

immediately erupted. 

“Armguard... It’s a brilliant armguard!” Everyone finally recognized that what had merged with his arm 

was a strange magical artifact. 

The armguard was extremely vague and indistinct, as if it had fused together with his flesh. It was buried 

within his flesh, and densely-packed symbols were interweaving brilliantly. n𝔒𝗏𝑬(𝓵𝓑-In 

“Why do I feel like it is similar to Heavenly Divine Mountain’s magical artifact?” Someone said in a soft 

voice. 

“Right, I also feel like it is.” A youngster that came from the Archaic Divine Mountains also spoke softly. 

Quite a few people looked towards the purple-clothed Yun Xi and revealed looks of confusion. This was 

an artifact passed down through her ancestors, and it possessed extremely great power. How did it fall 

in the hands of another? 

Hong! 

Shi Hao’s arm shone and he once again sent the Green Sky Wheel flying. Outside of the bit of blood that 

trickled out from the corner of his lips, he didn’t suffer much damage. 

“Is this really a magical artifact from the Archaic Divine Mountains?!” 

“It’s quite similar, only, it seems a bit special.” 

The creatures that came from the Archaic Divine Mountains were absolutely bewildered. 

Sure, Shi Hao was using an armguard that belonged to the Heavenly Divine Mountain, but it lacked a 

tangible form and was the artifact’s soul that had been extorted out within the Void God Realm. 

Back then, the grandfather of the purple-clothed Yun Xi wanted to invite Shi Hao to the Northern Sea, 

but he wasn’t willing to risk being killed by them once he was no longer useful. As a result, he took this 

precious artifact as collateral. 

This was only the soul of an armguard, and would be useless even when brought out from the Void God 

Realm. However, Shi Hao had fused it with his arm and used his flesh as a medium. This was why he was 

able to release such terrifying power. 



Heavenly Divine Mountain was a well known place within the restricted land. One could see from its 

name alone that many true deities had originated from it during the archaic era. Its magical artifacts 

were naturally powerful. 

“If not for the fact that the Heavenly Divine Mountain’s magical artifact was in a strange state, the 

Green Sky Wheel might have been broken.” Someone said in a soft voice. 

The purple-clothed girl Yun Xi was helpless. The fact that this magical artifact ended up in the devilish 

brat’s hands was truly an old headache that returned. If she wanted to bring it back, then the only way 

was to bring him back alive. 

At this time, the gray-haired youngster’s body began to shake unsteadily. He couldn’t hold on any 

longer, because he had used up everything he had to activate the magical artifact. At this moment, his 

body couldn’t bear it anymore because he had exhausted too much energy. 

He still wanted to release another strike, but Shi Hao didn’t give him the chance. A streak of light rushed 

over as Shi Hao forcefully suppressed his opponent. 

Shi Hao had also exhausted quite a bit of energy, because this was still, after all, a divine magical artifact. 

Even though it was just a weapon’s soul, it still required a shocking amount of energy. However, he had 

ten heavenly passages, so the amount of divine force he possessed far surpassed that of others. 

“Kill!” 

The gray-haired youngster resisted, but how could he block the opponent’s arm? With a wenglong 

sound, he was suppressed. Divine energy filled this place, and he was swept out. Large mouthfuls of 

blood flew out from his mouth. 

While he was still flying through the air, Shi Hao pursued closely. His leg descended from midair, striking 

down onto the gray-haired youngster’s body and smashing it all the way into the martial arena. 

Ka cha sounds rang out. Forget about the gray-haired youngster, even those listening could feel the 

great pain. Bones were broken all over his body. 

“Let me go!” The gray-haired youngster cried out loudly. 

“You still want to get up?” Shi Hao raised his hand to strike him down. His opponent clearly wanted to 

get rid of him, so how could he show any mercy? 

“Cough...” From the distance, an elder coughed, and an imperial bodyguard appeared. “Stone Emperor 

has ordered that confrontations can be held, but no lives should be taken.” 

Shi Hao thought about it and nodded. This was Stone Emperor’s birthday after all, so it wasn’t too good 

to kill several people. As a result, Shi Hao did not kill him. 

The gray-haired youngster was about to get up, but Shi Hao kicked him and sent him flying. “Not killing 

you does not mean that I’m letting you go.” 

Soon after, everyone became completely stupefied. Shi Hao violently trampled on the gray-haired 

youngster’s butt, causing the bones all over his body to violently crack. He was about to be permanently 

crippled. 



The gray-haired youngster cried out miserably. This was an absolute humiliation, making him lose his 

mind. A creature from the glorious Archaic Divine Mountain was having their buttocks trampled on, 

moreover in front of so many people’s faces! What kind of face would he have left in the future? 

“There are still you three.” Shi Hao pointed. As a result, those three youngsters were so scared that they 

frantically took to their heels, never again showing the coldness they possessed not long ago. They were 

completely terrified. 

Peng 

But in the end, not a single one could escape. Shi Hao’s speed was too fast, and he used the divine 

magical artifact to suppress them. Then, he released his ten heavenly passages to freeze them in place. 

One kick per person, shattering their backs. 

“Ah...” The three people cried out miserably. It felt like their hearts were being torn and their lungs were 

splitting apart. The most important part however, was that it was just too embarrassing. 

Shi Hao ignored their blood-curdling screeching and trampled on their bottoms like they were rolling 

gourds. Pi pa sounds rang from their bodies, and every single one of them became deformed as their 

bones fractured. 

Everyone sighed. These fellows were finished. A shadow would most likely be cast over their hearts for 

the rest of their lives. They could have provoked anyone, but they decided to seek out the savage child, 

bringing misery upon themselves. 

The young human boys and girls were all shocked, and they covered their mouths one after another. Shi 

Hao was just too tyrannical! He wasn’t all talk, and he trampled on these pure-blooded creatures until 

they rolled all over the ground. 

This... made all of them speechless. Normally, they wouldn’t even dare to think about such a thing, yet 

in front of a mere teenager, such powerful races were completely toyed around with. 

“This fellow is truly formidable. Right, does he have a fiancée?” 

“Qie, keep dreaming, you starry-eyed girl. That fellow can even beat up creatures from the Archaic 

Divine Mountains. Do you really think that he wants to marry people from clans like yours?” 

“You are the starry-eyed one...” 

The battle ended, and several people were brought away in states that were simply too tragic. They 

even had their bottoms trampled on like this, becoming the laughingstock of this celebration. 

“It can only be blamed on their bad luck. They never expected the other side to have a magical artifact 

from the Heavenly Divine Mountain.” 

In reality, if Shi Hao did not have this kind of precious artifact, with his current cultivation, even if his 

talents were world-shaking, he would still have fallen under the ancient sacred weapon. The gray-haired 

youngster’s party would have truly had the chance to kill him. 

“How could he have a magical artifact from Heavenly Divine Mountain?” Many people couldn’t figure 

out the answer to this question. 



“A girl gifted it to me.” Shi Hao replied. 

Everyone revealed strange expression, and they all looked at Yun Xi. They felt that there was something 

they were hiding, or else how could such a thing be randomly gifted out? 

“You... what are you randomly spouting?!” Yun Xi was angered badly. A vein appeared on her pure-

white forehead. So many people were watching, yet this fellow still dared to speak such nonsense. 

“I didn’t speak nonsense though. The one who gifted it to me warned me again and again to never lose 

it, so I’ve protected it until this day,” Shi Hao said. 

Following that, he didn’t pay them any attention and looked towards the Green Sky Wheel suspended 

within the air. It drew his attention. 

Yun Xi was so angry that her beautiful face was completely flushed red, and even the roots of her teeth 

were aching. So many people were looking at her, demanding an explanation. She wouldn’t be able to 

clear herself of this filth even if she dove into the sea. This devilish brat was too hateful. 

“Little demon, you dare to touch my magical artifact?” A cold voice rang over, shaking the martial arena. 

Everyone’s ears rang with weng weng sounds, and many of them almost collapsed on the spot. 

“What old fart is shouting?” Shi Hao was extremely rude as he opposed this stranger with equal 

harshness. 

“A measly grain of rice even dares to oppose the sun and moon. Truly reckless.” The cold voice 

fluctuated. 

“Stop flaunting your age and come fight. I’ll trample on your butt!” Shi Hao shouted as if he wasn’t the 

least bit concerned. 

With these words spoken, this entire place became silent. The crowd was petrified. What was this fellow 

saying? Did they hear wrong?! 

Everyone was struck dumb. This fellow as going to trample on the butt of a supreme expert? 

“You don’t know the height of the sky or the depth of the earth!” The voice was like lightning as it 

erupted within the martial arena, shaking many people until they coughed out blood. 

“Just come already. Also, big headed spider, you should come at the same time. I’m going to trample on 

all your butts!” Shi Hao shouted. 

Chapter 320 - Little Devil 

Things became chaotic in the martial arena after the supreme expert from Green Sky Divine Mountain 

bellowed, and many of the young people there were shaken. The crowd was absolutely terrified. 

However, the teenager in the middle showed no sign of restraining himself and continued challenging 

his opponent. He pointed at the sky and threatened to trample on the supreme experts’ butts. This was 

just too ridiculously arrogant. 



The crowd dared not comment, for they were afraid of bringing trouble onto themselves. They kept 

their mouths shut and pondered in silence. What was he trying to achieve? Hadn’t he provoked enough 

hatred already? 

The sky rumbled, and a giant grey hand with streaks running through it reached down. The hand was 

endlessly vast, covering the heaven and earth. It was as if the sky itself was falling down, shocking 

everyone! 

The Green Sky supreme expert had made his move, trying to crush Shi Hao in his palm. The dignity of 

Archaic Divine Mountains’ mighty experts could not be desecrated. They had never considered taking 

Shi Hao alive. 

However, the arena illuminated on its own at that instant. The light surged on, forming a sea of stars. As 

the giant stars turned and rumbled into movement one after another, a new world of stars seemed to 

be created! 

“Heavens, what is that?” The crowd cried out in shock, and even their souls were shaken. 

The great stars sounded like thunder, and an innumerable number of them lined the heavens. They 

formed a boundless river of stars to block that enormous hand. It couldn’t descend at all. 

“Stone Clan, what is the meaning of this?” Green Sky Divine Mountain’s expert shouted. 

“Supreme expert, this is one of the palace’s internal ancient formations. As soon as it senses danger, it 

would activate. Your power is too great.” At that time, an imperial bodyguard who was extremely aged 

spoke in a tone that was neither servile nor overbearing. 

“Stone Emperor, I demand an explanation. Am I not allowed to kill even a single human?!” Green Sky 

Divine Mountain’s supreme expert was absolutely furious. He didn’t pay any attention to the imperial 

bodyguard, as if talking to him would bring disgrace to his identity. He directly vented his rage at the 

Stone Country’s human emperor. 

“You want me to give you an explanation?!” A dignified voice rumbled like thunder, shaking the entire 

imperial capital. It was even louder than that of the green sky supreme expert. 

“Supreme expert, this is my Stone Clan imperial palace. Once power exceeding that of the noble king 

level appears, it will activate to preserve the safety of this place. There are clear-cut rules in place.” It 

was the imperial bodyguard that spoke. Gray clothes covered his body as he calmly replied. 

This was the central location of a country, and all of the clan’s imperial family lived here. If supreme 

experts were allowed to casually take action, then a single attack might destroy many of the clan’s 

upper level figures. 

Moreover, the scripture pavilion, precious artifact treasury, ancient medicine hall, and others were all 

located here. If this place was destroyed, then those parts would suffer as well. 

Confrontations were allowed here, so a martial arena was set up. However, a strict power restriction 

was in effect that prevented power that could threaten the imperial city to appear. 

“Stone Emperor, I want to kill him. Could it be that you are stopping me?” Green Sky Divine Mountain’s 

supreme expert shouted. 



“Are you trying to destroy the foundation set by my clan’s ancestors?” Stone Emperor coldly asked. His 

voice came from the central heavenly temple, and countless rays of golden light erupted. 

“What does a puny human count for? He dares to insult me, so he must be killed!” The green sky 

supreme expert coldly spoke. 

When these words were spoken, many human cultivators frowned and felt discontent. Even though the 

human race had declined, speaking like this in front of Stone Emperor’s face was a bit too unbridled. 

“Stone Emperor, why do you continue to shield that insignificant ant? He continued to provoke others 

again and again, disgracing the dignity of supreme experts. He should be executed.” Right at that time, 

another voice sounded. 

Everyone sucked in a cold breath of air. Many people could tell that this was the large spider from the 

Demonic Spirit Lake. It was a terrifying mature pure-blooded creature with an astonishing background. 

“I have already said that this was a rule set by an ancestor after his divine flame was ignited. Are you all 

trying to disgrace my Stone Clan’s ancestor?” Stone Emperor’s voice was even louder, and the entire 

heavenly temple erupted in endless golden light. It was as if a golden sun had lit up this entire place. 

At the same time, the old imperial bodyguard spoke. “Supreme experts, please do not make things 

difficult for the emperor.” 

“So what if I still insist on killing that measly human?” Green Sky Divine Mountain’s supreme expert 

shouted coldly. 

“Then you are challenging the prestige of the Stone Clan, and you will be eliminated by the Great Deity 

Refining formation.” The imperial bodyguard calmly said. 

Everyone became alarmed. This response was naturally accepted tacitly by the Stone Emperor. It 

seemed as if a shockingly great battle was going to take place. 

At this time, Shi Hao opened his mouth. “Human Emperor, today is your birthday, and I wish you a long 

life and heavenly blessing. The things that happened are all because of me, so it naturally should be 

solved by me. Let them come! Do you think my Supreme Palace is that easy to bully? He bestowed an 

ancient sacred weapon to his descendant to kill me, so his intentions are clear, yet he still dares to 

hypocritically say that I provoked him. Today, not only am I going to trample on his butt, but I am going 

to step on his old and wrinkled face!” 

When everyone heard this, they all became stupefied. His words were becoming more and more fierce, 

and his arrogance was truly through the heavens. He was completely fearless against these supreme 

experts! 

“There is still that big-headed spider. You’ve taken advantage of my Stone Clan and provoked my 

grandfather, forcing him to leave. Today, not only am I going to trample on your ass, I am also going to 

chop off your eight legs. I want to see how threatening and arrogant you will appear then!” 

Everyone felt dizzy. This fellow was mad, and there was no saving him. The Stone Emperor already tried 

his best to quell the situation, so why did he reveal his anger instead? 

This... Everyone was speechless. 



“You are just a human at Spirit Transformation realm and less than a moth or dust in front of my eyes. 

Killing you isn’t any different from trampling a maggot to death!” A demonic spider appeared. It was 

even bigger than a mountain as it towered into the heavens. It was incomparably terrifying, and the 

aura it released was shocking! 

“You might as well be farting out of your mouth. Big spider, why don’t you get your ass over here and let 

me trample on it!” Shi Hao challenged without any fear. 

This scene stupefied everyone. They could see that he was truly challenging the supreme experts. He 

wasn’t displaying false strength, but it was still a bit too inconceivable. What kind of odds were they 

talking about here? 

“My Supreme Palace cannot be disgraced. Come!” Shi Hao issued his challenge. 

Everyone stared blankly. This was not the first time he brought up this name, and many people were 

amazed. Didn’t he come from the Heaven Mending Pavilion? So what kind of relationship did he have 

with this Supreme Palace? 

“Supreme Palace is from outside this region. Every generation, there would only be one disciple, but 

they would always become a world-changing supreme expert!” Someone said softly. Their voice wasn’t 

loud, but it made many outstanding talents tremble inwardly. 

Honglong 

The archaic demonic spider took action. An enormous spider leg descended, and waves of demonic 

might erupted. Black mist overflowed into the heavens. 

However, the imperial palace’s great formation was extremely terrifying 

“Demonic spider, are you going to overstep your boundaries?” Stone Emperor’s voice sounded, and it 

was even more dignified now. The radiance from the central heavenly temple was even more terrifying 

now, as if a great golden flame had been ignited, engulfing high into the sky. 

At this moment, everyone kept quiet out of fear. Meanwhile, the creatures from the Archaic Divine 

Mountains were all moved. Why did the golden flames make their hearts beat so heavily? 

“Supreme expert, if you violate my clan’s ancestral regulations, then don’t blame us for being rude. The 

Great Deity Refining Formation will be used to defeat you.” The imperial bodyguard spoke. 

“Martial friend, it’s better to back off. Why are you arguing with a younger generation so angrily? Just go 

back and devour some giant cities or bloody prey to quell your anger.” 

When these words were spoken, there wasn’t single person whose expression didn’t change. 

This was a supreme expert that was trying to get the demonic spider to exit the stage. At the same time, 

it was spoken rather fiercely. If something happened here, then they definitely wouldn’t be able to avoid 

a great disaster. Who knew when such a calamity would end? 

“Fine, I’ll go back now and discuss this later.” The archaic demonic spider backed off and returned to a 

palace. It did not pay a visit to the Stone Emperor. 



The Green Sky Divine Mountain’s supreme expert also left with the sacred weapon. He did not continue 

to confront Shi Hao. 

The devilish brat was incredibly regretful. Why was he stopped again? He was unsatisfied and said, “We 

will settle the matters here outside the palace. You two, wash yourselves clean and wait for me to 

behead you!” 

This really was a little devil. Many people were speechless. Why was he not scared of heaven or earth 

and dared to provoke anyone?! 

“Fine, then this matter will wait. This old one wants to see what a speck of dust like you can stir up and 

whether you really can knock down a star from the sky.” The archaic demonic spider replied with an 

angry laugh. 

“It has been many years since someone spoke like this to me. This old one also wants to see whether or 

not this so called Supreme Palace’s disciple is the real deal. I want to see if you can really display a 

world-changing cultivation!” Green Sky Divine Mountain’s supreme expert also shouted coldly. 

The two supreme experts’ killing intent was extremely dense, and they firmly decided to eliminate him. 

A commotion broke out among everyone. A tremendous storm was brewing, and everyone was looking 

forward to it. They wanted the birthday to quickly end so they could glimpse at the impending volatile 

situation. 

Everyone had a vague feeling that Shi Hao might actually have some kind of help, or else how would he 

dare challenge those two supreme experts? Could it be that there really was a Supreme Palace behind 

him, and his teacher was coming? 

Otherwise, he was definitely insane! 

Shi Hao’s expression was relaxed as he left the martial arena. It didn’t seem like he just left a great battle 

at all, still acting casually. He strolled around, as if he was walking a dog. 

Or in better words, he was leading along a small wolf. He wandered around all over the place in an 

absolutely carefree manner, as if he didn’t care much about the upcoming great battle against those 

supreme experts. 

“You... really are too crazy. What are you going to do later?” Huo Ling’er came back from offering her 

congratulations and began to nag about. Her graceful physique was a head taller than others. She had a 

small waist, and together with a beautiful pure white face, her appearance was incredibly moving. Only, 

at the moment, there was a bit of worry in her expression. 

This fellow never seemed to calm down. No matter where he went, he would always stir up some 

trouble. Huo Ling’er cursed silently at this trouble-stirring brat. 

However, after thinking it over carefully, she realized that this fellow never suffered any real losses. He 

would always only flip out in anger when he knew he had the strength to suppress others, but this time, 

it was completely different. These were two supreme experts! 



“If you don’t have a plan, then you need to quickly escape.” Huo Ling’er spoke quietly. She looked left 

and right before transmitting sound mentally. “I still have the Void Beast skin my father left with me. 

You can use it to hide in the void and escape the capital. You might be able to escape this tragedy.” 

“Who am I? A heaven warping divine talent who is just and honorable. Why do I need to leave? In a bit, 

I’ll beat them until they piss their pants in terror and beg for their lives.” Shi Hao didn’t mind it at all and 

continued to accompany the small wolf as if he was walking a dog. 

“You...” Huo Ling’er didn’t want to bother with him any more. This fellow was so relaxed! Did he not 

know how terrifying a supreme expert was? A single finger could kill him a hundred times over. 

A few youngsters from the Archaic Divine Mountains watched from the distance while conversing 

quietly. They were also extremely bewildered. What kind of backing did he have that gave him the 

confidence to challenge supreme experts?” 

At this time, the pure-clothed Yun Xi also gracefully walked over. Her magnificent style was unmatched 

in this generation, and her beauty could cause a city’s downfall. A wisp of purple smoke seemed to 

envelop her body, making her astonishing beauty seem hazy. 

Yin Xue accompanied her at the side, appearing lively. She was also extremely beautiful. 

“Don’t tell me you are here for my divine armguard. I still need it to protect my life. If you want to get it 

back by threatening me, then I definitely won’t give it up.” Shi Hao said. 

 


